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▒ Visit our homepage for additional information: www.compasspub.com/IRWBuilding
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▒ Word lists and more supplementary materials are available on the homepage.
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Free downloadable 
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Free downloadable tests Teacher’s Guide and 
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TEACHER DEVELOPMENT
Pedagogical Notes for Reference and Teacher’s Development

Integrate Reading & Writing covers a range of different types of vocabulary. The new words in 
each unit can be classified into one of the three vocabulary tiers from the chart above. Oftentimes, 
the higher the vocabulary tier a word is in, the more attention must be given to the word based 
on its frequency and the cognitive ability and language of the learners. Be mindful of the school 
subject in each unit and which words you may need additional preparation for before instruction.

Four-strand theory

• Intensive reading → Reading fluency development 
• Input → Output 
• Linked skills: Reading → Listening → Writing → Speaking

Five-step SQ3R theory

• Survey, Question, Read, Recite, and Review
• Improved vocabulary retention, reading comprehension, and fluency

21st Century Skills

• The four Cs (Critical thinking, Communication, Collaboration, Creativity)
• Real-world passage formats
• Digital literacy
• Media literacy
• Visual literacy 
• IT skills

Contextual learning (as opposed to rote learning)   
• Scaffolding, Preview, and Review

Vocabulary Tiers

Domain-specific academic vocabulary  
(e.g. photosynthesis, Isosceles)

Tier 3 Vocabulary

General, interdisciplanry, academic vocabulary  
(e.g. obvious, complex)

Tier 2 Vocabulary

General, high-frequency vocabulary  
(e.g. happy, clock)

Tier 1 Vocabulary

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 3
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Language
of

learning

Language
for

learning

Language 
learning and

language using Language
through
learning

Language for learning

Social language needed for routine tasks in an English-language learning environment

• For understanding instructions
• For asking questions
• For working in groups
• For having discussions

Language of learning

New, key vocabulary and language related to the subject, theme, or topic

• Content-specific language, new words        e.g. carnivore, herbivore, omnivore

Language through learning

New, unanticipated language that comes up in the process of learning

• Needs to be captured and recycled to become part of learner’s lexicon
• Encourage students to ask about unknown words or language and things they are 
 curious about

Language Through Learning Pedagogy

*Use page 120 to record and recycle language through learning.
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SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

SOCIAL STUDIES

Nonfiction

UN
IT01

Fiction

UN
IT02

Nonfiction

UN
IT03

SCIENCE Fiction

UN
IT04

Title / Word Count Lost Letters      Lesson A [200W]    Lesson B [197W]

Topic
The English language has a long and interesting history that stretches all the 
way back to feudal times.

Academic Objective
Understand that social changes in feudal societies were often the result of 
invasions, migrations, inventions, trade and other events which led to socie-
ties mixing and interacting with one another.

Reading Format Traditional passage

Structure Simple Past Passive: was / were excluded

Vocabulary
invasion, rune, replaced, migration, modern, represent, trade, ancient 
Bonus: drop, unique

Reading Skill Using Synonyms Writing Skill Cause and Effect

Integrate IT QR Code Video

Title / Word Count The Roman Empire      Lesson A [204W]    Lesson B [192W]

Topic
As the Roman Empire expanded, it brought changes to countries under its 
control and laid the foundations for modern society.

Academic Objective Learn about the development and expansion of the Roman Empire.

Reading Format Journal

Structure Adverbs of Place, Time, and Manner: newly, around, slowly

Vocabulary
foundation, structure, architecture, expand, advanced, establish, territory, 
official  Bonus: ally, conquer

Reading Skill Monitoring Details Writing Skill Using Synonyms

Integrate IT QR Code Video

Title / Word Count Bodily Systems       Lesson A [200W]    Lesson B [191W]

Topic
Muscles and bones work together and serve many important functions in the 
body.

Academic Objective
Understand that bones and muscles are made up of tissues. Connected by 
tendons, they work together to give our bodies shape and enable us to move.

Reading Format Magazine article

Structure Equative Adjectives and Adverbs: as ... as

Vocabulary
bodily, muscle, bone, skeleton, tissue, tendon, function, protect 
Bonus: diet, extremely

Reading Skill Monitoring Details Writing Skill Main Idea and Supporting Details

Integrate IT AR Image

Title / Word Count Nutrients       Lesson A [203W]    Lesson B [191W]

Topic
Staying healthy involves making good decisions about your nutrition, getting 
regular exercise, and getting enough rest.

Academic Objective Learn how to maintain good health to keep bodily systems functioning properly.

Reading Format Presentation

Structure Adverbs of Frequency: usually, regularly, sometimes

Vocabulary
information, requirement, decision, consistent, balance, option, vitamin, mineral 
Bonus: sustainable, equally

Reading Skill Making Inferences Writing Skill Organizing Information

Integrate IT QR Code Video

DETAILS      TOPIC AREA UNIT/PAGE
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Fiction

UN
IT06

MATH

Nonfiction

UN
IT05

Nonfiction

UN
IT07

Title / Word Count Shapes in Nature      Lesson A [185W]    Lesson B [187W]

Topic
Snowflakes have complex geometric shapes because of the way they are 
formed.

Academic Objective
Understand that snowflakes are made of ice crystals that form three-sided 
polygons, or triangles.

Reading Format Magazine article

Structure Plural count nouns without determiners: snowflakes, animals

Vocabulary
crystal, hexagon, transform, stuck, complex, symmetrical, equilateral, isosceles 
Bonus: microscope, design

Reading Skill Reading for Information Writing Skill Recording and Organizing Facts

Integrate IT QR Code Video

Title / Word Count Paper Snowflakes      Lesson A [200W]    Lesson B [189W]

Topic A student makes paper snowflakes as a project in her math class.

Academic Objective Learn about how to make various shapes with given figures.

Reading Format Journal

Structure Verb-Preposition Collocations: learn about, fold down

Vocabulary
geometry, season, identical, discuss, tough, third, carefully, pattern  
Bonus: instruction, unfold

Reading Skill Organizing Details Writing Skill Sequencing

Integrate IT QR Code Video

SUBJECT REVIEW UNITS PROJECT TYPE PROJECT DESCRIPTION PAGE

Social Studies Units 1-2 Review Presentation
Study and use information about the Futhark alphabet to write and give a 
presentation. 104

Science Units 3-4 Review Presentation
Learn about a food pyramid. Fill in a template with information about your 
daily eating habits. Give a presentation. 108

Math Units 5-6 Review Journal
Use the information from the summary to write a journal. Design a snowflake 
and label the polygons. Give a presentation. 112

Special Subject Units 7-8 Review Volunteer Profile
Use the information from the summary to write a volunteer profile. Imagine 
that you have experience volunteering and write about it. Give a presentation. 116

SPECIAL SUBJECT
Fiction

UN
IT08

         TOPIC AREA UNIT/PAGE DETAILS

Title / Word Count Solar Bottle Light Bulb      Lesson A [190W]    Lesson B [203W]

Topic
Plastic water bottles can be used to light the homes of people who don’t have 
access to electricity.

Academic Objective
Learn about and understand the characteristics of daily resources. Analyze 
the problems of people and find ways to enhance the quality of life.

Reading Format Website

Structure Adjectives and Adverbs: dark, great

Vocabulary dark, available, rural, afford, install, ceiling, roof, shine  Bonus: bulb, destroy

Reading Skill Vocabulary in Context Writing Skill Summarizing

Integrate IT QR Code Video

Title / Word Count Career Profile      Lesson A [202W]    Lesson B [200W]

Topic A UN aid worker describes her job and why she chose to work in her field.

Academic Objective
Learn the need for career path planning, and search and design the right 
career path for you.  

Reading Format Website

Structure Present Perfect: has lived

Vocabulary
aid, distribute, build, take care of, abroad, village, valuable, career  
Bonus: war, volunteer

Reading Skill Classifying Writing Skill Staying on Topic

Integrate IT QR Code Video
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HOW TO USE 
UNIT STRUCTURE

Units are divided into two lessons, A and B, so that students have 
more time to learn, practice, and demonstrate competency. 

UNIT INTRO PAGES

LESSON A PASSAGE

LESSON A INTRO

LESSON A POST-READING

A clear overview summarizes 
what students will do throughout 
the unit.

A big, captivating, impactful image 
helps stimulate the students’ minds 
and gets them thinking about the 
topic of the unit.

Officially recognized academic 
standards and objectives give a 
clear purpose to each unit.

Preview questions help 
guide the students’ focus.

Background knowledge is 
provided to help activate the 
students’ schemas.

Infographics with captions 
provide visual support, additional 
information, and context.

Reading passages are formatted 
in realistic ways to provide 
context and meaning.

The academic objective in 
context is reviewed immediately 
after the reading.

Students use a graphic organizer 
to practice a reading skill and 
summarize information from the 
passage.

Comprehension questions 
ensure understanding.

Key grammatical structures from 
the reading passage highlight 
authentic, practical use.

Teacher’s notes describe the 
purpose of each activity and 
are neatly tucked away at the
bottom of each page.

Students cognize the academic 
objective with warm-up questions.

Learn the meaning of 
new vocabulary.

The academic question in each 
unit helps students to approach 
the reading passage in a more 
purposeful way.
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LESSON B PASSAGE LESSON B SKILL 
TRANSFERENCE

INTEGRATE IT SELF-ASSESSMENT

REVIEW UNITS

LESSON B INTRO

Warm-up questions help 
students recall information 
from Lesson A to activate 
prior knowledge.

The vocabulary review requires 
students to demonstrate their 
knowledge of the meaning and use 
of each word.

Engaging IT content teaches students 
modern literacy. Questions ask 
students to make inferences 
before viewing the IT content. 

After viewing the IT content, students 
discuss the questions with a partner
and write their answers on the page. 

A self-assessment checklist helps 
students and teachers to track 
learning.

The review units utilize project- 
based learning and allow students 
to produce tangible outcomes and 
demonstrate linguistic competency 
and development.  

The detachable project templates 
can be customized and used to 
create a portfolio.

Activities get students to recall 
the background of the reading 
and specify information about the
passage format. Students also learn 
two bonus words from context.

Lesson B passages develop reading 
speed and fluency through a variety 
of activities, and progress is tracked 
in the back of the book.

A graphic organizer gives students 
practice with a writing skill.

The reading and writing skills practiced 
in each unit are transferred to
develop a writing plan. This bridges 
the classroom and home by linking 
the student and practice books.
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The grammar activities bolster the
students’ knowledge and ability to use
the structure.

The writing plan links the student book 
with the practice book and the classroom 
with the home. Students practice the 
skills they have learned throughout the 
unit and use them to summarize the unit 
contents.

The vocabulary practice activities 
strengthen students’ vocabulary acquisition, 
comprehension, and fluency. 

PRACTICE BOOK
The practice book provides students ample opportunity to use
vocabulary and grammar structures from the unit.

READING ACTIVITIES
Use one of the following reading activities suggested on the 
Lesson B passage page to reread the passage, practice
reading speed, and develop fluency in a fun way.

Sustained silent reading: The teacher tells the students when to 
begin reading. Students read silently and individually until they 
have finished the passage. 

Popcorn reading: The teacher or a student starts by reading 
between one and three sentences and then says “Popcorn to…” 
and calls a student’s name. That student then reads between one 
and three sentences and then says “Popcorn to…” and calls 
another student’s name. The process continues until each
student has had a chance to read. 

Choral reading: The teacher starts the activity at the same time 
with all the students. Students read aloud and in unison.  
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Use the different functions and features. Allow the students to enjoy viewing while thinking 
about the inference and the discussion questions from the student book. Talk about those 
questions while viewing the AR content to enhance the educational experience.

APP
In addition to our free Class Booster app, Integrate Reading & Writing 
offers an additional free mobile app that is intended for use with the IT 
page in the student book. 

For units with AR images, simply open the 
app, select the AR viewer, and point your 
mobile device’s camera at the target image.

For units with QR codes, simply open the app, select the QR code scanner,
and point your mobile device’s camera at the target QR code.

View the multimedia contents on the IT pages of 
each unit on a mobile device by downloading our 
free app. Search for “Integrate Viewer” in the Apple 
App Store or the Google Play Store.
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GRADING RUBRIC

Area Grading Area Location in SB

• The academic objective in each unit is based on actual learning 
 standards and is related to the academic subject area. Students should 
 complete each unit with a significant level of understanding of the 
 academic concept in each unit and in English.
• In addition, comprehension questions may also frequently ask 
 students questions related to the academic concepts and objectives in 
 each unit.
• Use the proper locations in the student book in the right column 
 along with the grading rubric criteria on the next page to help you 
 accurately assess each student.

• Sections related to the academic  
 objective are in the following 
 places in every unit: the unit  
 introduction page, the 2nd page
 of Lesson A, the 4th page of
 Lesson A, and Part C of the self-  
 assessment page.

• The language learning objectives in each unit are based on
 content-specific language determined by the topic of each unit.
• In lesson A, the activities are intended to help students become
 familiar with the meaning of new words.
• In lesson B, the activities are intended to help students with using 
 new words in context. 
• Use the proper locations in the student book in the right column 
 along with the grading rubric criteria on the next page to help you 
 accurately assess each student.

• Sections related to language   
 learning are in the following 
 places in every unit: the 1st and 
 2nd pages of Lesson A, the 
 reading passages in Lesson A 
 and B, the 1st page of Lesson B, 
 and Parts A and B of the self-
 assessment page.

• The reading and writing skill objectives and reading fluency 
 development objectives in each unit are strategically chosen and
 placed within each unit.
• In lesson A, the reading skill activity helps students develop cognitive 
 skills to use while reading about certain topics and with certain
 reading formats.
• In lesson B, the writing skill activity helps students develop cognitive 
 skills to use while writing about information from the reading passage.
• Reading and writing skills are combined and used in the writing plan 
 in each unit so that students can transfer the cognitive skills they have 
 developed and use them to independently complete a summarizing task.
• Reading fluency skills are developed with the lesson B passage and 
 tracked with the reading speed chart. (See page 119 of this Teacher’s 
 Guide for additional information.)

• Reading and writing skills and 
 fluency development are in the 
 following places in every unit: 
 the 5th page of Lesson A, the 
 reading passages in Lesson B,
 the third page of Lesson B, and 
 Part C of the self-assessment 
 page.

• IT skills and literacy are increasingly important for teaching modern 
 students. The level of emphasis a teacher wants to place on this area 
 of assessment depends on the access to IT in the classroom, the ability 
 of the students to use it, and the teacher’s preference.
• Use the Integrate app, Class Booster, the premium CD, and others  
 either with mobile devices or desktop computers at your own 
 discretion.

• IT skills and literacy are in the 
 following places in every unit: 
 the 4th page of Lesson B and 
 Part C of the self-assessment 
 page.
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GRADING RUBRIC 

Area Below Standard Approaching Standard At Standard

• Student often struggles to   
 understand both the academic  
 concepts and the target English.
• Student still needs to ask 
 questions about the concepts 
 and language to understand.

• Student often struggles to 
 understand either the academic 
 concepts or the target English.
• Student needs to ask questions 
 about concepts or language to 
 understand.

• Student often understands both 
 the academic concepts and the 
 target English.
• Student asks questions about 
 concepts or language to clarify 
 understanding.

Student often struggles with 
and needs help to understand: 
problems-solutions, main idea & 
supporting details, decoding 
multisyllabic words, distinguishing 
genres, identifying literary 
elements, and using graphic 
organizers to sort information.

Student sometimes struggles with 
and needs help to understand: 
problems-solutions, main idea & 
supporting details, decoding 
multisyllabic words, distinguishing 
genres, identifying literary 
elements, and using graphic 
organizers to sort information.

Student doesn’t usually struggle 
with understanding: 
problems-solutions, main idea & 
supporting details, decoding 
multisyllabic words, distinguishing 
genres, identifying literary 
elements, and using graphic 
organizers to sort information.

• Student often struggles to 
 answer comprehension 
 questions.
• Student needs to asks questions 
 to recall general information.
• Student reading fluency is 
 improving slowly and sporadically.

• Student sometimes struggles to 
 answer comprehension 
 questions.
• Student needs to asks questions 
 to recall detailed information.
• Student reading fluency is 
 improving moderately.

• Student rarely struggles to 
 answer comprehension 
 questions.
• Student usually asks questions 
 about questions for clarification.
• Student reading fluency is 
 improving rapidly and steadily.

• Student often struggles to 
 connect the passage format to 
 the context of the reading 
 passage and needs to ask 
 questions about formats to 
 understand context.
• Student doesn’t understand 
 that IT is used to access 
 additional information.

• Student sometimes struggles to 
 understand the passage format 
 or the context of the reading 
 passage and needs to ask 
 questions to understand.
• Student sometimes understands 
 that IT is used to access 
 additional information.

• Student understands the 
 passage format and the context 
 of the reading passage and asks 
 clarification questions .
• Student understands that IT is 
 used to access additional 
 information.
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Introduce the topic with the picture on the unit introduction page. Get students thinking and talking about 
the topic. 

Review the academic objective on the page. 

Preview the learning objectives in Lesson A. Discuss the three warm-up questions to see how much 
background information students possess about the subject, objectives, topics, and language learning 
points.

Unit 1: Social Studies / Nonfiction

Academic Objective: Understand 

that social changes in feudal 

societies were often the result of 

invasions, migrations, inventions, 

trade, and other events which led 

to societies mixing and interacting 

with one another.

Academic Objective in Context:
Social changes in feudal societies 

were often the result of invasions, 

migrations, inventions, trade, and 

other events which led to societies 

mixing and interacting with one 

another. 

UN
IT01 LOST LETTERS

U
N

IT 1
 IN

TR
O

D
U

C
TIO

N

UNIT SUMMARY UNIT INTRODUCTION UNIT SUMMARY
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Language Learning Objectives

New Words: invasion, migration, 

replace, rune, modern, represent, 

trade, ancient

Bonus Words: drop, unique

Structure Focus: Simple Past 

Passive

Reading Format: Traditional 

passage

Discuss the three warm-up questions to see how much background information students possess about the 
subject, objectives, topics, and language learning points.

1. How do languages change over time?
 Sample answer: I think new words are made. 
2. Where does English come from?
 Sample answer: I think it comes from the United Kingdom.
3. How many letters are in the English alphabet today? 
 Sample answer: There are 26 letters in the English alphabet today. 

LESSON A
U

N
IT 1

 IN
TR

O
D

U
C

TIO
N

UNIT SUMMARY UNIT INTRODUCTION UNIT SUMMARY
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Use the picture to activate students’ prior knowledge about the topic of the unit. Ask the students which part of 
the world this map is in. Focus the attention of the students on the map and ask them the warm up questions:
1. How many of these countries do you know?
 Sample answer: I know five of these countries.
2. What languages do they speak? 
 Sample answer: They speak many different languages, such as French, Spanish, German, Italian, and Swedish.

Explain to the students that they will learn about the history of the English language. Tell them that the English 
language has changed a lot throughout history. Explain that students will learn new words related to history and 
how language changes over time.
Play audio track 02 and ask students to say and write each word as they hear them.

Low-Level Students: After 

completing the new words activity 

on page 10, check the answers by 

asking students to read the words 

and spell them.

High-Level Students: After 

completing the new words activity 

on page 10, check the answers 

by giving students 1-2 minutes to 

memorize the new words on page 

10, and then ask them to close the 

book and recall each word from 

memory.

LESSON AUN
IT01

U
N

IT 1
LESSO

N
 A

TEACHING TIPS NEW WORDS GRAMMATICAL STRUCTURE TEACHING TIPS

7 31 5

2 48 6

trade replaceinvasion modern

migration runeancient represent
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Low-Level Students: Use the 

free downloadable worksheet 

for additional practice with the 

structure before reading.

High-Level Students: Write a 

few more examples on the board 

with intentional mistakes. Call on 

individual students to correct the 

mistakes.

The structure in each unit is meant to highlight a key grammatical structure that is covered in the reading 
passages of the units. 

The intended purpose of highlighting the structure is to review and demonstrate how the structure is used in 
an authentic way. 
Read the structure together as a class.
Write a few more examples on the board to help familiarize the structure in the students’ minds.
Complete the activity as a class and review the correct answers with the students.

Before turning the page, ask the students the academic objective question. This question focuses on the 
academic content learning goals of the unit. Focus more on that than on the language learning goals when 
you discuss answers with students. Use your native language if necessary. Teach students unknown words 
that may arise as they try to answer the academic objective question. Probe the class to see if there are 
differing opinions or if everyone agrees on a consensus answer. Ask the students to keep this question in 
mind as they read the passage on the next page.

U
N

IT 1
LESSO

N
 A

TEACHING TIPS NEW WORDS GRAMMATICAL STRUCTURE TEACHING TIPS

England was attacked by the Vikings.

The first English alphabet was created.

Goods were traded between countries.
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Low-Level Students: After 

listening to the audio, reading, and 

clarifying any additional unknown 

words, read the passage together 

again as a class. Allow students to 

look at the diagram and discuss the 

events on the timeline.

High-Level Students: Ask the 

students to make connections 

between the contents of the 

passage and their own language. 

Ask them if they know when the 

alphabet or writing system was 

created. Ask them to talk about 

how their own language changed 

over time. 

Introduce the background of the reading using the background information at the top of the page.

Explain to the students that the reading format of this passage is a traditional passage. Tell the students that 
traditional passages are often found in history books. Tell them that traditional passages in history books 
often include a timeline to show the history of important events.  

Review the title of the reading: Lost Letters. Ask the students why they think this is the title. Explain this is 
because they will learn about Old English and how it changed into modern English.

LESSON AUN
IT01

U
N

IT 1
LESSO

N
 A

TEACHING TIPS READING PASSAGE READING PASSAGE PASSAGE DETAILS
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Reading Format: Traditional 

passage

Academic Objective: Understand 

that social changes in feudal 

societies were often the result of 

invasions, migrations, inventions, 

trade, and other events which led 

to societies mixing and interacting 

with one another.

Academic Objective in Context:
Social changes in feudal societies 

were often the result of invasions, 

migrations, inventions, trade, and 

other events which led to societies 

mixing and interacting with one 

another.

Tell students to read along quietly while they listen to the audio track. Tell them to circle any unknown words 
while they listen. Play audio track 03.

After the track is finished, ask the students if there are any unknown words that they circled. Review the 
meaning of those words and how they are used in the passage. Use your native language to do this if 
necessary.

Call students to read the captions with each picture. Ask the class to compare the English alphabet systems 
with the alphabet and letters of their own language.

Ask the students to recall the academic objective question from the second page of lesson A. Now ask them 
to read the academic objective in context at the bottom of this page. This should help the students with the 
academic content learning goal of this unit. Discuss and explain further if necessary.

U
N

IT 1
LESSO

N
 A

TEACHING TIPS READING PASSAGE READING PASSAGE PASSAGE DETAILS
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Low-Level Students: While 

completing both the comprehension 

questions and the reading skill 

activity, allow the students to turn 

back to the passage to locate the 

correct answers in the passage. 

Offer guidance and assistance as 

needed, such as pointing out which 

paragraph students should look in 

to find each correct answer.

High-Level Students: Ask 

students follow-up questions to 

the comprehension questions, i.e. 

3. What was the name of the first 

English alphabet? Correct answer: 

a. Futhark. Ask the students what 

the letters were called.

Reading Comprehension:
Ask the students to recall the correct information from the passage. Go through each question and correct 
answer together as a class. Ask students to record how many answers they get correct or incorrect with 
circles and slashes over each question number.

Reading Skill:
Explain to the students that a using synonyms means using different words that have the same meaning. Tell 
the students to select the correct synonym for each word. Ask students to write the sentences by using the 
synonyms. After allowing students enough time to write all the answers in the summary section, randomly 
call students to read their answers.

LESSON AUN
IT01

U
N

IT 1
LESSO

N
 A

TEACHING TIPS READING COMPREHENSION & READING SKILL DEVELOPMENT LESSON B INTRODUCTION & VOCABULARY REVIEW TEACHING TIPS

The old Futhark letters of Old English formed the first English alphabet.
Change, movement, and attack helped change languages.
Middle English, which used Latin letters, changed from Old English.
Early Modern English had a 27th letter that meant a word, not a sound.
Today, people speak new English.
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Low-Level Students: Tell the 

students to turn back to the new 

words page in Lesson A and 

review the meaning of each word. 

Then use the free downloadable 

worksheet for additional vocabulary 

practice before completing the 

vocabulary review on this page.

High-Level Students: Ask students 

to write one additional sentence 

for each vocabulary word in a 

notebook or beneath each sentence 

on this page in the student book. 

Randomly call students to share the 

sentences they wrote.

Quickly review the learning objectives of Lesson B. 

Look at the picture. Discuss the picture and the warm-up question on the first page of Lesson B.
1. How did invasion, trade, and migrations change English?
 Sample answer: Different languages were mixed with each other.
2. What other things have changed languages?
 Sample answer: Exchange of culture through media has changed languages.

Complete the vocabulary review as a class or individually and then check the answers together as a class.

LESSON B
U

N
IT 1

LESSO
N

 B

TEACHING TIPS READING COMPREHENSION & READING SKILL DEVELOPMENT LESSON B INTRODUCTION & VOCABULARY REVIEW TEACHING TIPS

ancient

migration

traded

invasion

runes

modern

represents

replaced
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Low-Level Students: Set up a 

timer in class that all students can 

see. Tell the students to read the 

passage a third time and record 

their individual reading time in the 

second reading column on the 

reading speed chart for this unit.

High-Level Students: Teach the 

students how to do the reading 

speed calculation. Tell the students 

that they can track their individual 

reading time at home in the second 

reading column on the reading 

speed chart for this unit.

Read the background question at the top of the page. Ask students if they remember what the reading is 
about. 
Sample answer: It’s about the change of the English language over time.

Find the two bonus words in the table of contents. Teach the students what these words mean. Tell the 
students to listen, read along, and write the words from the word box into the blanks of the passage as they 
listen to the audio. Tell the students to listen and read along with the audio. Play audio track 04. 

After listening to the audio, tell the students to do the reading activity in activity B. Record the class reading 
time and record it in the reading speed chart in the back of the book. 
Ask the students if they remember what the reading format of this passage is. Briefly discuss it and circle the 
correct answer.
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Low-Level Students: Complete 

the writing plan together as a 

class. Then have students transfer 

the information in the chart from 

the student book to the practice 

book. Have students close the 

student book and double-check the 

accuracy of the writing plan in their 

practice books.

High-Level Students: Have 

students complete the writing plan 

individually. Check the answers 

together as a class. Then have 

students transfer the information 

in the writing plan from their 

student book to the practice 

book. Encourage students to write 

an additional sentence in their 

homework. 

Writing Skill:
Introduce the writing skill to the students. Explain to the students that cause is the reason why something 
happens and effect is the result of what happens because of the cause. Tell them that they need to match 
each cause with its effect. 

Writing Plan:
Ask the students to recall the reading skill from this unit: using synonyms. Tell the students that they will 
use that reading skill again to put the information from the writing skill activity in the correct category. 
Complete the chart and review as a class. After completing the writing plan chart, have the students record 
that information in their practice books. Tell them to write a paragraph to summarize the information in the 
writing plan. Explain that the writing plan is there to help guide them, but also that their writing doesn’t 
need to follow the writing plan verbatim. Use your native language as necessary. Tell the students to write 
with small, neat letters so that all of the information can fit into the chart. 

TEACHING TIPS READING FLUENCY DEVELOPMENT & BONUS WORDS READING + WRITING SKILL TRANSFERENCE & WRITING PLAN TEACHING TIPS
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Low-Level Students: Ask the 

students if there were any parts 

of the video that they didn’t 

understand. Replay those sections 

and explain in your native language 

to promote and support deeper 

understanding.

High-Level Students: Ask the 

students to record any unfamiliar 

words from the video and review 

the meaning of those words 

together as a class to support 

vocabulary expansion. 

Explain to the students that they will now watch a video about the Roman Empire. Read the quote from the 
preview and brainstorm answers as a class. Come to an agreement about the inference answer that you will 
write down as a class.
Sample answer: People moving to a new part of the world could have influenced language.

Ask the students if they know what a QR code is. Point it out on the page. Explain how it works and 
demonstrate it if possible using the Integrate Viewer app. Before watching the video, read each question in 
part C together as a class. Tell the students these questions will be answered as they watch the contents of 
the video. Show the video. Give the students some time to discuss the questions. This can be done in pairs, 
in small groups, or together as a class. Go over the answers as a class.
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Trade allows people to travel and spread the English language.

People from non-speaking English countries can access websites in English.

The military spread English when they took in strong people from different cultures.

(sample) People moving to a new part of the world could have 
influenced language.
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Use the grading rubric to perform 

your own assessment of each 

student’s progress for this unit. 

Adjust the rubrics to match the level 

of your students as necessary.

Complete the vocabulary check. Review the correct answers as a class. Ask students to record how many 
answers they get correct or incorrect with circles and slashes over each question number.

Ask students to unscramble the sentence individually. Check the answers together as a class.
Review the academic objective statement. Ask the students who think the answer is true to raise their 
hands. Do the same for students who think the statement is false. Tell students the correct answer and talk 
about why that answer is correct.

Ask students to evaluate their own work on the reading skill section in Lesson A, the writing skill section in 
Lesson B, and the questions on the Integrate IT page. Tell them to use the number of mistakes they made 
to guide their self-assessment. If they couldn’t get anything correct they should fill in the single smiley face; 
if they made a few mistakes, two smiley faces; and if they only made a couple of small mistakes, or none at 
all, they can fill in three smiley faces. This allows the students to assess where they need to improve and you 
to align assessment as the teacher with the students’ understanding of their own performance.

Low-Level Students: Allow 

students to turn back to the pages 

of the unit to find the answers. 

Check the answers together as a 

class. 

High-Level Students: Treat the 

page as a sort of quiz.
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Introduce the topic with the picture on the unit introduction page. Get students thinking and talking about 
the topic. 

Review the academic objective on the page. 

Preview the learning objectives in Lesson A. Discuss the three warm-up questions to see how much 
background information students possess about the subject, objectives, topics, and language learning 
points.

Unit 2: Social Studies / Fiction

Academic Objective: Learn about 

the development and expansion of 

the Roman Empire. 

Academic Objective in Context:
The Roman Empire developed and 

expanded through a strong central 

government, a strong military, 

open architecture, and roads that 

connected people. This helped set 

the foundation for modern Western 

culture.
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Language Learning Objectives

New Words: foundation, structure, 

architecture, expand, advanced, 

establish, territory, official

Bonus Words: ally, conquer

Structure Focus: Adverbs of Place, 

Time, and Manner

Reading Format: Journal

Discuss the three warm-up questions to see how much background information students possess about the 
subject, objectives, topics, and language learning points. Ask students which countries are known to have 
high populations to activate prior knowledge.

1. What do you think this is?
 Sample answer: I think it is a watchtower or a bridge.
2. Who made it?
 Sample answer: I think regular people made it.
3. Why is it important?
 Sample answer: It is important because it is a piece of ancient history.  
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Use the picture to activate students’ prior knowledge about the topic of the unit. Ask the students what 
they know about the Romans. Focus the attention of the students on the picture and ask them the warm-up 
questions:
1. How big was the Roman Empire? 
 Sample answer: The Roman Empire was quite big.
2. How did the languages and culture spread?
 Sample answer: I think languages and culture spread because of invasions and trade.
3. How did the Roman Empire influence today’s civilization? 
 Sample answer: I think it influenced today’s government and architecture. 

Explain to the students that they will learn about the Roman Empire and how it has influenced today’s 
modern civilization. Tell them that the Roman Empire had new ideas of government, transportation, 
architecture, and culture. Ask students to recall how languages changed in Unit 1. Explain that students will 
learn new words related to history.
Play audio track 05 and ask students to say and write each word as they hear them.

Low-Level Students: After 

completing the new words activity 

on page 22, check the answers by 

asking students to read the words 

and spell them.

High-Level Students: After 

completing the new words activity 

on page 22, check the answers 

by giving students 1-2 minutes to 

memorize the new words on page 

22, and then ask them to close the 

book and recall each word from 

memory. 
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Low-Level Students: Use the 

free downloadable worksheet 

for additional practice with the 

structure before reading.

High-Level Students: Write a 

few more examples on the board 

with intentional mistakes. Call on 

individual students to correct the 

mistakes.

The structure in each unit is meant to highlight a key grammatical structure that is covered in the reading 
passages of the units. 

The intended purpose of highlighting the structure is to review and demonstrate how the structure is used in 
an authentic way. 
Read the structure together as a class.
Write a few more examples on the board to help familiarize the structure in the students’ minds.
Complete the activity as a class and review the correct answers with the students.

Before turning the page, ask the students the academic objective question. This question focuses on the 
academic content learning goals of the unit. Focus more on that than on the language learning goals when 
you discuss answers with students. Use your native language if necessary. Teach students unknown words 
that may arise as they try to answer the academic objective question. Probe the class to see if there are 
differing opinions or if everyone agrees on a consensus answer. Ask the students to keep this question in 
mind as they read the passage on the next page.
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The city was newly built.

The city was dark throughout.

We slowly traveled on the road.
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Low-Level Students: After 

listening to the audio, reading, and 

clarifying any additional unknown 

words, read the passage together 

again as a class. Allow the students 

to practice pronouncing the 

vocabulary words, assisting them 

when needed.

High-Level Students: Ask the 

students to make connections 

between the contents of the 

passage and their own experiences 

going to a history museum. Ask 

them what they saw and what 

they learned. Ask them to make 

comparisons with the Roman 

Empire with ancient civilization in 

their own countries.

Introduce the background of the reading using the background information at the top of the page.

Explain to the students that the reading format of this passage is a journal. Tell them that journals can be 
used to record important and interesting information and experiences. Ask the students which class this 
journal is written for and what the topic of journal is. 

Review the title of the reading: The Roman Empire. Ask the students why they think this is the title. Explain 
this is because the reading is about the Roman Empire and how it has influenced modern civilization. 
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Reading Format: Journal

Academic Objective: Learn about 

the development and expansion of 

the Roman Empire.

Academic Objective in Context:
The Roman Empire developed and 

expanded through a strong central 

government, a strong military, 

open architecture, and roads that 

connected people. This helped set 

the foundation for modern Western 

culture.

Tell students to read along quietly while they listen to the audio track. Tell them to circle any unknown 
words while they listen. Play audio track 06.

After the track is finished, ask the students if there are any unknown words that they circled. Review the 
meaning of those words and how they are used in the passage. Use your native language to do this if 
necessary.

Call students to read the captions and look at the pictures. Discuss how the Roman Empire influenced 
Western civilization.

Ask the students to recall the academic objective question from the second page of lesson A. Now ask 
them to read the academic objective in context at the bottom of this page. This should help the students 
with the academic content learning goal of this unit. Discuss and explain further if necessary.
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Low-Level Students: While 

completing both the comprehension 

questions and the reading skill 

activity, allow the students to turn 

back to the passage to locate the 

correct answers in the passage. Offer 

guidance and assistance as needed, 

such as pointing out which parts of 

the reading students should look in 

to find each correct answer. 

High-Level Students: Ask 

students follow-up questions to the 

comprehension questions, i.e. 4. 

How does the reading describe the 

Roman military? Correct answer: 

d. strong and advanced. Ask the 

students what the military did.

Reading Comprehension:
Ask the students to recall the correct information from the passage. Go through each question and correct 
answer together as a class. Ask students to record how many answers they get correct or incorrect with 
circles and slashes over each question number.

Reading Skill:
Explain to the students that monitoring details means paying attention and keeping track of details while 
reading. Tell the students to match the details from the passage. Ask students to write the complete 
sentences. After allowing students enough time to write all the answers in the summary section, randomly 
call students to read their answers.
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Low-Level Students: Tell the 

students to turn back to the new 

words page in Lesson A and 

review the meaning of each word. 

Then use the free downloadable 

worksheet for additional vocabulary 

practice before completing the 

vocabulary review on this page.

High-Level Students: Ask students 

to write one additional sentence 

for each vocabulary word in a 

notebook or beneath each sentence 

on this page in the student book. 

Randomly call students to share the 

sentences they wrote.

Quickly review the learning objectives of Lesson B. 

Look at the picture. Discuss the picture and the warm-up questions on the first page of Lesson B. Make a 
connection to the real world using the picture.
1. How do you think this helped spread their culture?
 Sample answer: The military was strong and advanced, so they conquered many lands. 
2. What else spread with them?
 Sample answer: I think language and food also spread with them. 

Complete the vocabulary review as a class or individually and then check the answers together as a class.
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Low-Level Students: Set up a 

timer in class that all students can 

see. Tell the students to read the 

passage a third time and record 

their individual reading time in the 

second reading column on the 

reading speed chart for this unit.

High-Level Students: Teach the 

students how to do the reading 

speed calculation. Tell the students 

that they can track their individual 

reading time at home in the second 

reading column on the reading 

speed chart for this unit.

Read the background question at the top of the page. Ask students if they remember what the reading is 
about. 
Sample answer: It’s about the how the Roman Empire influenced modern civilization. 
Find the two bonus words in the table of contents. Teach the students what these words mean. Tell the 
students to listen, read along, and write the words from the word box into the blanks of the passage as they 
listen to the audio. Play audio track 07.

After listening to the audio, tell the students to do the reading activity in activity B. Record the class reading 
time and record it in the reading speed chart in the back of the book. 
Ask the students if they remember what the reading format of this passage is. Briefly discuss it and circle the 
correct answer.
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Low-Level Students: Complete 

the writing plan together as a 

class. Then have students transfer 

the information in the chart from 

the student book to the practice 

book. Have students close the 

student book and double-check the 

accuracy of the writing plan in their 

practice books.

High-Level Students: Have 

students complete the writing plan 

individually. Check the answers 

together as a class. Then have 

students transfer the information 

in the writing plan from their 

student book to the practice 

book. Encourage students to write 

an additional sentence in their 

homework.

Writing Skill:
Introduce the writing skill to the students. Tell them that using synonyms means using different words that 
have the same meaning to add variety to your writing. Tell them to look back at the story and match the 
synonyms. Explain that using synonyms in this way will make them better writers. 

Writing Plan:
Ask the students to recall the reading skill from this unit: monitoring details. Tell the students that they will 
use that reading skill again to put the information from the writing skill activity into the writing plan chart. 
After completing the writing plan chart, have the students record that information in their practice books. Tell 
them to write a paragraph to summarize the information in the writing plan. Explain that the writing plan is 
there to help guide them, but also that their writing doesn’t need to follow the writing plan verbatim. Use 
your native language as necessary. 
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People migrated to different parts of the empire.
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Low-Level Students: Ask the 

students if there were any parts 

of the video that they didn’t 

understand. Replay those sections 

and explain in your native language 

to promote and support deeper 

understanding.

High-Level Students: Ask the 

students to record any unfamiliar 

words from the video and review 

the meaning of those words 

together as a class to support 

vocabulary expansion.

Explain to the students that they will now watch a video about the Roman Empire. Read the quote from the 
preview and brainstorm answers as a class. Come to an agreement about the inference answer that you will 
write down as a class.
Sample answer: Some other ways are establishing schools and universities.

Ask the students if they remember what a QR code is. Point it out on the page. Ask them how it works. 
Demonstrate it if possible using the Integrate Viewer app. Before watching the video, read each question in 
part C together as a class. Tell the students these questions will be answered as they watch the contents of 
the video. Show the video. Give the students some time to discuss the questions. This can be done in pairs, 
in small groups, or together as a class. Go over the answers as a class.
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A similarity between the Romans and modern societies is leisure activities.

(sample) Some other ways are establishing schools and universities.
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Use the grading rubric to perform 

your own assessment of each 

student’s progress for this unit. 

Adjust the rubrics to match the level 

of your students as necessary.

Complete the vocabulary check. Review the correct answers as a class. Ask students to record how many 
answers they get correct or incorrect with circles and slashes over each question number.
Ask students to unscramble the sentence individually. Check the answers together as a class.
Review the academic objective statement. Ask the students who think the answer is true to raise their 
hands. Do the same for students who think the statement is false. Tell students the correct answer and talk 
about why that answer is correct.
Ask students to evaluate their own work on the reading skill section in Lesson A, the writing skill section in 
Lesson B, and the questions on the Integrate IT page. Tell them to use the number of mistakes they made to 
guide their self-assessment. If they couldn’t get anything correct they should fill in the single smiley face; if 
they made a few mistakes, two smiley faces; and if they only made a couple of small mistakes, or none, they 
can fill in three smiley faces. This allows the students to assess where they need to improve and you to align 
your assessment as the teacher with the students’ understanding of their own performance.

Low-Level Students: Allow 

students to turn back to the pages 

of the unit to find the answers. 

Check the answers together as a 

class. 

High-Level Students: Treat the 

page as a sort of quiz.  
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Introduce the topic with the picture on the unit introduction page. Get students thinking and talking about 
the topic. 

Review the academic objective on the page. 

Preview the learning objectives in Lesson A. Discuss the three warm-up questions to see how much 
background information students possess about the subject, objectives, topics, and language learning 
points.

Unit 3: Science / Nonfiction

Academic Objective: Understand 

that bones and muscles are made 

up of tissues. Connected by 

tendons, they work together to give 

our bodies shape and enable us to 

move.

Academic Objective in Context:
Bones and muscles are made up of 

tissues. Connected by tendons, they 

work together to give our body 

shape and enable us to move.
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Language Learning Objectives

New Words: bodily, muscle, bone, 

skeleton, tissue, tendon, function, 

protect

Bonus Words: diet, extremely

Structure Focus: Equative 

Adjectives and Adverbs

Reading Format: Magazine article

Discuss the three warm-up questions to see how much background information students possess about the 
subject, objectives, topics, and language learning points. Ask students to name body parts to activate prior 
knowledge.

1. What do you see in this picture?
 Sample answer: I see two people playing basketball. I can see their bones.
2. What are our bones and muscles made of?
 Sample answer: They are made up of tissue. 
3. What do our muscles and bones do for us?
 Sample answer: They give us our shape and help us move around.
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Use the picture to activate students’ prior knowledge about the topic of the unit. Ask the students what 
they see in the picture. Focus the attention of the different bodily systems and ask them the warm-up 
questions:
1. How many bodily systems do you see in the picture? 
 Sample answer: I see six bodily systems in the picture. 
2. What are they called? 
 Sample answer: I don’t know what they are all called, but I know the skeletal and muscular systems.
3. What do they do? 
 Sample answer: They both give us our shape and help us move. 

Tell students that the human body is very complex. Explain to the students that we have eleven bodily 
systems and that they will learn about two: the skeletal system and the muscular system. Tell them both 
systems give our bodies shape and help us move around. Explain that students will learn new words related 
to bodily systems.
Play audio track 08 and ask students to say and write each word as they hear them.

Low-Level Students: After 

completing the new words activity 

on page 34, check the answers by 

asking students to read the words 

and spell them.

High-Level Students: After 

completing the new words activity 

on page 34, check the answers 

by giving students 1-2 minutes to 

memorize the new words on page 

34, and then ask them to close the 

book and recall each word from 

memory.
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Low-Level Students: Use the 

free downloadable worksheet 

for additional practice with the 

structure before reading.

High-Level Students: Write a 

few more examples on the board 

with intentional mistakes. Call on 

individual students to correct the 

mistakes.

The structure in each unit is meant to highlight a key grammatical structure that is covered in the reading 
passages of the units. 

The intended purpose of highlighting the structure is to review and demonstrate how the structure is used in 
an authentic way. 
Read the structure together as a class.
Write a few more examples on the board to help familiarize the structure in the students’ minds.
Complete the writing activity as a class and review the correct answers with the students.

Before turning the page, ask the students the academic objective question. This question focuses on the 
academic content learning goals of the unit. Focus more on that than on the language learning goals when 
you discuss answers with students. Use your native language if necessary. Teach students unknown words 
that may arise as they try to answer the academic objective question. Probe the class to see if there are 
differing opinions or if everyone agrees on a consensus answer. Ask the students to keep this question in 
mind as they read the passage on the next page.
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My bones are as strong as rocks.

I am as tall as my brother.
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Low-Level Students: After 

listening to the audio, reading, and 

clarifying any additional unknown 

words, read the passage together 

again as a class. Allow students to 

read the captions and then describe 

the images.

High-Level Students: Ask the 

students to make connections 

between the contents of the 

passage and the real world. Ask 

them what they know about 

professional athletes. Ask them 

to discuss ways an athlete trains 

to better perform in their sport. 

Ask them to think of ways how 

athletes can make their skeletal and 

muscular systems stronger. 

Introduce the background of the reading using the background information at the top of the page.

Explain to the students that the reading format of this passage is a magazine article. Tell the students 
that people can subscribe to magazines. Explain that subscribing to a magazine mean they pay money to 
receive a new magazine each time a new edition comes out. Tell them that people can also subscribe to 
newspapers. 

Review the title of the reading: Bodily Systems. Ask the students why they think this is the title. Explain this is 
because the passage is about the muscular and skeletal systems.
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Reading Format: Magazine article

Academic Objective: Understand 

that bones and muscles are made 

up of tissues. Connected by 

tendons, they work together to give 

our bodies shape and enable us to 

move.

Academic Objective in Context:
Bones and muscles are made up of 

tissues. Connected by tendons, they 

work together to give our body 

shape and enable us to move.

Tell students to read along quietly while they listen to the audio track. Tell them to circle any unknown 
words while they listen. Play audio track 09.

After the track is finished, ask the students if there are any unknown words that they circled. Review the 
meaning of those words and how they are used in the passage. Use your native language to do this if 
necessary.

Call students to discuss the function and importance of our skeletal and muscular systems. Ask students 
why they think both systems depend on each other. Ask them to think about the skeletal and muscular 
systems of other animals and how those systems help them survive.

Ask the students to recall the academic objective question from the second page of lesson A. Now ask 
them to read the academic objective in context at the bottom of this page. This should help the students 
with the academic content learning goal of this unit. Discuss and explain further if necessary.
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Low-Level Students: While 

completing both the comprehension 

questions and the reading skill 

activity, allow the students to turn 

back to the passage to locate the 

correct answers in the passage. Offer 

guidance and assistance as needed, 

such as pointing out which parts of 

the reading students should look in 

to find each correct answer.

High-Level Students: Ask 

students follow-up questions to the 

comprehension questions, i.e. 4. 

Adults have _____ bones. Correct 

answer: c. 206. Ask students how 

many bones we are born with.

Reading Comprehension:
Ask the students to recall the correct information from the passage. Go through each question and correct 
answer together as a class. Ask students to record how many answers they get correct or incorrect with 
circles and slashes over each question number.

Reading Skill:
Explain to the students that monitoring details means paying attention and keeping track of details while 
reading. Tell the students to match the details from the passage. Complete the activity together as a class. 
Ask students to write sentences with the correct details in the summary section, and then randomly call 
students to read their answers.
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The bones of our skeletal system have a lot of important functions.

Our backbone protects our spinal cord.

Muscles allow us to move.

Muscles are attached to bones by tendons.

important move
protects

tendons
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Low-Level Students: Tell the 

students to turn back to the new 

words page in Lesson A and 

review the meaning of each word. 

Then use the free downloadable 

worksheet for additional vocabulary 

practice before completing the 

vocabulary review on this page.

High-Level Students: Ask students 

to write one additional sentence 

for each vocabulary word in a 

notebook or beneath each sentence 

on this page in the student book. 

Randomly call students to share the 

sentences they wrote.

Quickly review the learning objectives of Lesson B. 

Look at the picture. Discuss the picture and the warm-up questions on the first page of Lesson B. Make a 
connection to the real world using the picture.
1. What do our muscles, bones, and tendons do?
 Sample answer: Our muscles, bones, and tendons enable us to move.
2. What are two things we can do to make sure we keep them working well?
 Sample answer: We can exercise and have a healthy diet.

Complete the vocabulary review as a class or individually and then check the answers together as a class.

TEACHING TIPS READING COMPREHENSION & READING SKILL DEVELOPMENT LESSON B INTRODUCTION & VOCABULARY REVIEW TEACHING TIPS
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Low-Level Students: Set up a 

timer in class that all students can 

see. Tell the students to read the 

passage a third time and record 

their individual reading time in the 

second reading column on the 

reading speed chart for this unit.

High-Level Students: Teach the 

students how to do the reading 

speed calculation. Tell the students 

that they can track their individual 

reading time at home in the second 

reading column on the reading 

speed chart for this unit.

Read the background question at the top of the page. Ask students if they remember what the reading is 
about. 
Sample answer: It’s about the skeletal system and the muscular system.
Find the two bonus words in the table of contents. Teach the students what these words mean. Tell the 
students to listen, read along, and write the words from the word box into the blanks of the passage as they 
listen to the audio. Play audio track 10.

After listening to the audio, tell the students to do the reading activity in activity B. Record the class reading 
time and record it in the reading speed chart in the back of the book. 
Ask the students if they remember what the reading format of this passage is. Briefly discuss it and circle the 
correct answer.
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Low-Level Students: Complete 

the writing plan together as a 

class. Then have students transfer 

the information in the chart from 

the student book to the practice 

book. Have students close the 

student book and double-check the 

accuracy of the writing plan in their 

practice books.

High-Level Students: Have 

students complete the writing plan 

individually. Check the answers 

together as a class. Then have 

students transfer the information 

in the writing plan from their 

student book to the practice 

book. Encourage students to write 

an additional sentence in their 

homework.

Writing Skill:
Introduce the writing skill to the students. Explain to the students that the main idea is what the text is about, 
and a supporting detail is information that tells more about the main idea. Tell the students to write the 
correct words in the diagram. Explain that organizing information this way will help them to explain things 
better and make them good writers. 

Writing Plan:
Ask the students to recall the reading skill from this unit: monitoring details. Tell the students that they will 
use that reading skill again to put the information from the writing skill activity into organized information 
about the story. Complete the chart and review as a class. After completing the writing plan chart, have the 
students record that information in their practice books. Tell them to write a paragraph to summarize the 
information in the writing plan. Explain that the writing plan is there to help guide them, but also that their 
writing doesn’t need to follow the writing plan verbatim. Use your native language as necessary. Tell the 
students to write with small, neat letters so that all of the information can fit into the chart.
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Two of our eleven basic bodily systems are our skeletal 
system and our muscular system.

For example, our backbone protects our spinal cord.

The bones in our skeletal systems have a lot of important
functions.

Our muscles are attached to our bones by tendons.

The muscles in our muscular system allow us to move.
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Low-Level Students: Ask the 

students if there were any parts 

of the video that they didn’t 

understand. Replay those sections 

and explain in your native language 

to promote and support deeper 

understanding.

High-Level Students: Ask the 

students to record any unfamiliar 

words from the video and review 

the meaning of those words 

together as a class to support 

vocabulary expansion.

Explain to the students that they will now watch a video about the muscular system and skeletal system. 
Read the quote from the preview and brainstorm answers as a class. Come to an agreement about the 
inference answer that you will write down as a class. 
Sample answer: The human body has the muscular system and the skeletal system.
Explain to the students that they will look at a special kind of picture called “AR,” which stands for 
augmented reality. Demonstrate it if possible using the Integrate Viewer app. Before looking at the images 
in detail, read each question in part C together as a class. Tell the students these questions will be answered 
as they view the AR images. Show the video. Give the students some time to discuss the questions. This can 
be done in pairs, in small groups, or together as a class. Go over the answers as a class.
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(sample) The human body has the muscular system and the skeletal system.

There are 206 bones in an adult human’s body.

Muscles make up about half our body weight.

They are connected by tendons.
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Use the grading rubric to perform 

your own assessment of each 

student’s progress for this unit. 

Adjust the rubrics to match the level 

of your students as necessary.

Complete the vocabulary check. Review the correct answers as a class. Ask students to record how many 
answers they get correct or incorrect with circles and slashes over each question number.
Ask students to unscramble the sentence individually. Check the answers together as a class.
Review the academic objective statement. Ask the students who think the answer is true to raise their 
hands. Do the same for students who think the statement is false. Tell students the correct answer and talk 
about why that answer is correct.
Ask students to evaluate their own work on the reading skill section in Lesson A, the writing skill section in 
Lesson B, and the questions on the Integrate IT page. Tell them to use the number of mistakes they made to 
guide their self-assessment. If they couldn’t get anything correct they should fill in the single smiley face; if 
they made a few mistakes, two smiley faces; and if they only made a couple of small mistakes, or none, they 
can fill in three smiley faces. This allows the students to assess where they need to improve and you to align 
your assessment as the teacher with the students’ understanding of their own performance.

Low-Level Students: Allow 

students to turn back to the pages 

of the unit to find the answers. 

Check the answers together as a 

class. 

High-Level Students: Treat the 

page as a sort of quiz.  
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Introduce the topic with the picture on the unit introduction page. Get students thinking and talking about 
the topic. 

Review the academic objective on the page. 

Preview the learning objectives in Lesson A. Discuss the three warm-up questions to see how much 
background information students possess about the subject, objectives, topics, and language learning 
points.

Unit 4: Science / Fiction

Academic Objective: Learn how 

to maintain good health to keep 

bodily systems functioning properly.

Academic Objective in Context:
Having good nutrition, regular 

exercise, and enough sleep will 

keep your bodily systems healthy. 
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Language Learning Objectives

New Words: information, 

requirement, decision, consistent, 

balance, option, vitamin, mineral

Bonus Words: sustainable, equally

Structure Focus: Adverbs of 

Frequency

Reading Format: Presentation

Discuss the three warm-up questions to see how much background information students possess about the 
subject, objectives, topics, and language learning points. Ask students what they know about healthy and 
unhealthy food to activate prior knowledge. 

1. What is the difference between the two kinds of food in the picture?
 Sample answer: The apple is healthy, but the donut is unhealthy.
2. How often should you eat each kind of food?
 Sample answer: You should eat healthy food often. You should sometimes eat unhealthy food.
3. What else should you do to stay healthy? 
 Sample answer: You should exercise regularly and sleep enough.
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Use the picture to activate students’ prior knowledge about the topic of the unit. Ask the students about the 
types of food they like to eat. Focus the attention of the students on the picture and ask them the warm-up 
questions:
1. What kinds of foods are there on the left pan? 
 Sample answer: Fruit and vegetables are on the left pan. These kinds of foods are good for us.
2. What kinds of foods are there on the right pan? 
 Sample answer: Chocolate, donuts, and candy are on the right. These kinds of foods are not good for us.
3. What will happen if you normally eat one or the other?
 Sample answer: Your body gets healthier when you eat the foods on the left. You gain weight when you  
 eat the foods on the right.

Explain to the students that different kinds of foods contain different nutrients. Tell them that we need 
nutrients in order to be healthy. Tell them that fruit and vegetables have lots of nutrients. Explain that students 
will learn new words related to nutrients and health.
Play audio track 11 and ask students to say and write each word as they hear them.

Low-Level Students: After 

completing the new words activity 

on page 46, check the answers by 

asking students to read the words 

and spell them.

High-Level Students: After 

completing the new words activity 

on page 46, check the answers 

by giving students 1-2 minutes to 

memorize the new words on page 

46, and then ask them to close the 

book and recall each word from 

memory.
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Low-Level Students: Use the 

free downloadable worksheet 

for additional practice with the 

structure before reading.

High-Level Students: Write a 

few more examples on the board 

with intentional mistakes. Call on 

individual students to correct the 

mistakes.

The structure in each unit is meant to highlight a key grammatical structure that is covered in the reading 
passages of the units. 

The intended purpose of highlighting the structure is to review and demonstrate how the structure is used in 
an authentic way. 
Read the structure together as a class.
Write a few more examples on the board to help familiarize the structure in the students’ minds.
Complete the activity as a class and review the correct answers with the students.

Before turning the page, ask the students the academic objective question. This question focuses on the 
academic content learning goals of the unit. Focus more on that than on the language learning goals when 
you discuss answers with students. Use your native language if necessary. Teach students unknown words 
that may arise as they try to answer the academic objective question. Probe the class to see if there are 
differing opinions or if everyone agrees on a consensus answer. Ask the students to keep this question in 
mind as they read the passage on the next page.
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I have to go to school at 8 o’clock, so I usually wake up at 7.

Always doing exercise three times per week is good for you.

I never eat junk food, so I am very healthy.
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Low-Level Students: After 

listening to the audio, reading, and 

clarifying any additional unknown 

words, read the passage together 

again as a class. Ask students to 

take turns reading paragraph by 

paragraph.

High-Level Students: Ask the 

students to make connections 

between the contents of the 

passage and what they know about 

nutrients. Ask them if they know 

what different types of nutrients are 

in different types of food.

Introduce the background of the reading using the background information at the top of the page.

Explain to the students that they will read a presentation. Tell them that presentations are filled with 
information for an audience. Tell them that we can usually see a presentation at work or at school.

Review the title of the reading: Nutrients. Ask the students why they think this is the title. Explain this is 
because they will read about the importance of nutrients.
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Reading Format: Presentation

Academic Objective: Learn how 

to maintain good health to keep 

bodily systems functioning properly.

Academic Objective in Context:
Having good nutrition, regular 

exercise, and enough sleep will 

keep your bodily systems healthy.

Tell students to read along quietly while they listen to the audio track. Tell them to circle any unknown 
words while they listen. Play audio track 12.

After the track is finished, ask the students if there are any unknown words that they circled. Review the 
meaning of those words and how they are used in the passage. Use your native language to do this if 
necessary. Call students to discuss the requirements for a healthy life. Ask them to discuss what nutrients 
are and where we can get them from. 

Ask the students to recall the academic objective question from the second page of lesson A. Now ask 
them to read the academic objective in context at the bottom of this page. This should help the students 
with the academic content learning goal of this unit. Discuss and explain further if necessary.
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Low-Level Students: While 

completing both the comprehension 

questions and the reading skill 

activity, allow the students to turn 

back to the passage to locate the 

correct answers in the passage. Offer 

guidance and assistance as needed, 

such as pointing out which parts of 

the reading students should look in 

to find each correct answer.

High-Level Students: Ask 

students follow-up questions to 

the comprehension questions, i.e. 

2. Protein, fats, and _______ are 

macronutrients. Correct answer: 

b. carbohydrates. Ask the students 

what micronutrients are.

Reading Comprehension:
Ask the students to recall the correct information from the passage. Go through each question and correct 
answer together as a class. Ask students to record how many answers they get correct or incorrect with 
circles and slashes over each question number.

Reading Skill:
Explain to the students that making inferences means making educated guesses based on what we already 
know. Tell the students to make inferences using the information from the passage. Complete the activity 
together as a class. Ask students to write the sentences they have checked. After allowing students enough 
time to write all the answers in the summary section, randomly call students to read their answers.
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Besides good nutrition, you must get regular exercise and enough rest to be healthy.

You need to eat all the different types of nutrients, even if you go on a diet.

Eating lots of fruit and vegetables provides a balance of the nutrients our bodies need.

You should choose something, for example an exercise program, that you are able to 
continue doing regularly.
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Low-Level Students: Tell the 

students to turn back to the new 

words page in Lesson A and 

review the meaning of each word. 

Then use the free downloadable 

worksheet for additional vocabulary 

practice before completing the  

vocabulary review on this page.

High-Level Students: Ask students 

to write one additional sentence 

for each vocabulary word in a 

notebook or beneath each sentence 

on this page in the student book. 

Randomly call students to share the 

sentences they wrote.

Quickly review the learning objectives of Lesson B. 

Look at the picture. Discuss the picture and the warm-up question on the first page of Lesson B. Make a 
connection to the real world using the picture.
1. Are these foods healthy or not?
 Sample answer: These foods are extremely healthy.
2.  What do they have a lot of? 
 Sample answer: They have a lot of nutrients. 

Complete the vocabulary review as a class or individually and then check the answers together as a class.

TEACHING TIPS READING COMPREHENSION & READING SKILL DEVELOPMENT LESSON B INTRODUCTION & VOCABULARY REVIEW TEACHING TIPS
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Low-Level Students: Set up a 

timer in class that all students can 

see. Tell the students to read the 

passage a third time and record 

their individual reading time in the 

second reading column on the 

reading speed chart for this unit.

High-Level Students: Teach the 

students how to do the reading 

speed calculation. Tell the students 

that they can track their individual 

reading time at home in the second 

reading column on the reading 

speed chart for this unit.

Read the background question at the top of the page. Ask students if they remember what the reading is 
about. 
Sample answer: It’s a presentation on nutrients and staying healthy.
Find the two bonus words in the table of contents. Teach the students what these words mean. Tell the 
students to listen, read along, and circle the correct words in the passage as they listen to the audio. Play 
audio track 13.

After listening to the audio, tell the students to do the reading activity in activity B. Record the class reading 
time and record it in the reading speed chart in the back of the book. 
Ask the students if they remember what the reading format of this passage is. Briefly discuss it and circle the 
correct answer.
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Low-Level Students: Complete 

the writing plan together as a 

class. Then have students transfer 

the information in the chart from 

the student book to the practice 

book. Have students close the 

student book and double-check the 

accuracy of the writing plan in their 

practice books.

High-Level Students: Have 

students complete the writing plan 

individually. Check the answers 

together as a class. Then have 

students transfer the information 

in the writing plan from their 

student book to the practice 

book. Encourage students to write 

an additional sentence in their 

homework.

Writing Skill:
Introduce the writing skill to the students. Tell them that organizing information means putting the correct 
information in an outline. Explain that organizing information in this way will make them good writers. 

Writing Plan:
Ask the students to recall the reading skill from this unit: making inferences. Tell the students that they will 
use that reading skill again to put the information from the writing skill activity into organized information 
about the story. Complete the chart and review as a class. After completing the writing plan chart, have the 
students record that information into their practice books. Tell them to write a paragraph to summarize the 
information in the writing plan. Explain that the writing plan is there to help guide them, but also that their 
writing doesn’t need to follow the writing plan verbatim. Use your native language as necessary. Tell the 
students to write with small, neat letters so that all of the information can fit into the chart.
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Nutrition

Macronutrients

Carbohydrates Vitamins
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sustainable

Choices about these requirements must be consistent and sustainable. 

Macronutrients include carbohydrates, proteins, and fats.

Macronutrients include vitamins and minerals.
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Low-Level Students: Ask the 

students if there were any parts 

of the video that they didn’t 

understand. Replay those sections 

and explain in your native language 

to promote and support deeper 

understanding.

High-Level Students: Ask the 

students to record any unfamiliar 

words from the video and review 

the meaning of those words 

together as a class to support 

vocabulary expansion.

Explain to the students that they will now watch a video about micronutrients and macronutrients. Read 
the quote from the preview and brainstorm answers as a class. Come to an agreement about the inference 
answer that you will write down as a class. 
Sample answer: An apple contains nutrients, so eating apples can keep you healthy.

Ask the students if they remember what a QR code is. Point it out on the page. Ask them how it works. 
Demonstrate it if possible using the Integrate Viewer app. Before watching the video, read each question in 
part C together as a class. Tell the students these questions will be answered as they watch the contents of 
the video. Show the video. Give the students some time to discuss the questions. This can be done in pairs, 
in small groups, or together as a class. Go over the answers as a class.
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Fruit and vegetables contain micronutrients.

Meats, nuts, grains, fish, and eggs contain macronutrients.

Junk food contains too much of one thing and not enough of anything else.

(sample) An apple contains nutrients, so eating apples can keep you 
healthy.
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Use the grading rubric to perform 

your own assessment of each 

student’s progress for this unit. 

Adjust the rubrics to match the level 

of your students as necessary.

Complete the vocabulary check. Review the correct answers as a class. Ask students to record how many 
answers they get correct or incorrect with circles and slashes over each question number.
Ask students to unscramble the sentence individually. Check the answers together as a class.
Review the academic objective statement. Ask the students who think the answer is true to raise their 
hands. Do the same for students who think the statement is false. Tell students the correct answer and talk 
about why that answer is correct.
Ask students to evaluate their own work on the reading skill section in Lesson A, the writing skill section in 
Lesson B, and the questions on the Integrate IT page. Tell them to use the number of mistakes they made to 
guide their self-assessment. If they couldn’t get anything correct they should fill in the single smiley face; if 
they made a few mistakes, two smiley faces; and if they only made a couple of small mistakes, or none, they 
can fill in three smiley faces. This allows the students to assess where they need to improve and you to align 
your assessment as the teacher with the students’ understanding of their own performance.

Low-Level Students: Allow 

students to turn back to the pages 

of the unit to find the answers. 

Check the answers together as a 

class. 

High-Level Students: Treat the 

page as a sort of quiz.  
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Introduce the topic with the picture on the unit introduction page. Get students thinking and talking about 
the topic. 

Review the academic objective on the page. 

Preview the learning objectives in Lesson A. Discuss the three warm-up questions to see how much 
background information students possess about the subject, objectives, topics, and language learning 
points.

Unit 5: Math / Nonfiction

Academic Objective: Understand 

that snowflakes are made of ice 

crystals that form three-sided 

polygons or triangles.

Academic Objective in Context:
Snowflakes are made of ice crystals 

that form three-sided polygons or 

triangles. 
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Language Learning Objectives

New Words: crystal, hexagon, 

transform, stuck, complex, 

symmetrical, equilateral, isosceles

Bonus Words: microscope, design

Structure Focus: Plural Count 

Nouns without Determiners 

Reading Format: Magazine article

Discuss the three warm-up questions to see how much background information students possess about the 
subject, objectives, topics, and language learning points. Ask students about the last time they saw snow to 
activate prior knowledge. 

1. What do you see in the picture? 
 Sample answer: I see snowflakes.
2. What shapes do you see? 
 Sample answer: I see rectangles, squares, and triangles.
3. How do these form in nature?
 Sample answer: These form in the clouds when the temperature is cold.
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Use the picture to activate students’ prior knowledge about the topic of the unit. Ask the students what 
they see in the picture. Focus the attention of the students on the picture and ask them the warm-up 
questions:
1. What is snow? 
 Sample answer: Snow is a soft, white, cold substance that falls from the sky in winter.
2. What places on earth get snow? 
 Sample answer: Places that have cold winters get snow.  
3. Have you ever looked closely at a snowflake? What did you see? 
 Sample answer: Yes. I saw shapes and crystals.
Explain to the students that they will learn about snowflakes and about the shapes and geometry of them. 
Tell the students that snowflakes are ice crystals. Tell them they will learn about how snowflakes form.
Play audio track 14 and ask students to say and write each word as they hear them.

Low-Level Students: After 

completing the new words activity 

on page 58, check the answers by 

asking students to read the words 

and spell them.

High-Level Students: After 

completing the new words activity 

on page 58, check the answers 

by giving students 1-2 minutes to 

memorize the new words on page 

58, and then ask them to close the 

book and recall each word from 

memory.
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Low-Level Students: Use the 

free downloadable worksheet 

for additional practice with the 

structure before reading.

High-Level Students: Write a 

few more examples on the board 

with intentional mistakes. Call on 

individual students to correct the 

mistakes.

The structure in each unit is meant to highlight a key grammatical structure that is covered in the reading 
passages of the units. 

The intended purpose of highlighting the structure is to review and demonstrate how the structure is used in 
an authentic way. 
Read the structure together as a class.
Write a few more examples on the board to help familiarize the structure in the students’ minds.
Complete the activity as a class and review the correct answers with the students.

Before turning the page, ask the students the academic objective question. This question focuses on the 
academic content learning goals of the unit. Focus more on that than on the language learning goals when 
you discuss answers with students. Use your native language if necessary. Teach students unknown words 
that may arise as they try to answer the academic objective question. Probe the class to see if there are 
differing opinions or if everyone agrees on a consensus answer. Ask the students to keep this question in 
mind as they read the passage on the next page.
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Snowflakes have complex crystal structures.

Snowflakes are different from one another.

Triangles are three-sided polygons.
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Low-Level Students: After 

listening to the audio, reading, and 

clarifying any additional unknown 

words, read the passage together 

again as a class. Allow the students 

to take turns reading the passage 

paragraph by paragraph.

High-Level Students: Ask the 

students to make connections 

between the contents of the 

passage and snowflakes they have 

seen in real life. Ask them where 

they saw the snowflake, when they 

saw it, and what it looked like. Ask 

them if they were able to see the 

shapes mentioned in the passage.

Introduce the background of the reading using the background information at the top of the page.

Explain to the students that the reading format of this passage is a magazine article. Tell them that magazine 
articles provide interesting facts. Tell the students that most magazine articles are accompanied by images.

Review the title of the reading: Shapes in Nature. Ask the students why they think this is the title. Explain 
this is because snowflakes are formed in nature and have different shapes.
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Reading Format: Magazine article

Academic Objective: Understand 

that graphs give snowflakes are 

made of ice crystals that form

three-sided polygons or triangles.

Academic Objective in Context:
Snowflakes are made of ice crystals 

that form three-sided polygons or 

triangles.

Tell students to read along quietly while they listen to the audio track. Tell them to circle any unknown 
words while they listen. Play audio track 15.

After the track is finished, ask the students if there are any unknown words that they circled. Review the 
meaning of those words and how they are used in the passage. Use your native language to do this if 
necessary. Call students to discuss how snowflakes are formed. Ask students to describe the different 
shapes from the passage.

Ask the students to recall the academic objective question from the second page of lesson A. Now ask 
them to read the academic objective in context at the bottom of this page. This should help the students 
with the academic content learning goal of this unit. Discuss and explain further if necessary.
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Low-Level Students: While 

completing both the comprehension 

questions and the reading skill 

activity, allow the students to turn 

back to the passage to locate the 

correct answers in the passage. Offer 

guidance and assistance as needed, 

such as pointing out which parts of 

the reading students should look in 

to find each correct answer.

High-Level Students: Ask 

students follow-up questions to the 

comprehension questions, i.e. 2. 

Wilson Bentley was the first person 

to ______ snowflakes. Correct 

answer: a. take photos of. Ask the 

students how many photos he took.

Reading Comprehension:
Ask the students to recall the correct information from the passage. Go through each question and correct 
answer together as a class. Ask students to record how many answers they get correct or incorrect with 
circles and slashes over each question number.

Reading Skill:
Explain to the students that reading for information means looking for important information as you read. 
Tell the students to match the answers to the questions. Complete the activity together as a class.
Ask students to write the answers in complete sentences. After allowing students enough time to write all 
the answers in the summary section, randomly call students to read their answers.
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Snowflakes are ice crystals.
Snowflakes are special because no two snowflakes are the same.
Drier weather makes simple snowflakes.
Warm and wet weather makes complex snowflakes.
You can see hexagons and triangles in a snowflakes.
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Low-Level Students: Tell the 

students to turn back to the new 

words page in Lesson A and 

review the meaning of each word. 

Then use the free downloadable 

worksheet for additional vocabulary 

practice before completing the 

vocabulary review on this page.

High-Level Students: Ask students 

to write one additional sentence 

for each vocabulary word in a 

notebook or beneath each sentence 

on this page in the student book. 

Randomly call students to share the 

sentences they wrote.

Quickly review the learning objectives of Lesson B. 

Look at the picture. Discuss the picture and the warm-up questions on the first page of Lesson B. Make a 
connection to the real world using the picture. 
1. What shapes do you see?
 Sample answer: I see triangles and hexagons. 
2. What makes snowflakes interesting?
 Sample answer: Each snowflake is unique. 
3. Why do you think Wilson Bentley wanted to take photos of snowflakes?
 Sample answer: I think he wanted to capture their beauty before they melted. 

Complete the vocabulary review as a class or individually and then check the answers together as a class.

TEACHING TIPS READING COMPREHENSION & READING SKILL DEVELOPMENT LESSON B INTRODUCTION & VOCABULARY REVIEW TEACHING TIPS
LESSON B
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Low-Level Students: Set up a 

timer in class that all students can 

see. Tell the students to read the 

passage a third time and record 

their individual reading time in the 

second reading column on the 

reading speed chart for this unit.

High-Level Students: Teach the 

students how to do the reading 

speed calculation. Tell the students 

that they can track their individual 

reading time at home in the second 

reading column on the reading 

speed chart for this unit.

Read the background question at the top of the page. Ask students if they remember what the reading is 
about. 
Sample answer: It’s about how snowflakes are formed and their unique shapes.
Find the two bonus words in the table of contents. Teach the students what these words mean. Tell the 
students to listen, read along, and write the words from the word box into the blanks of the passage as they 
listen to the audio. Play audio track 16.

After listening to the audio, tell the students to do the reading activity in activity B. Record the class reading 
time and record it in the reading speed chart in the back of the book. 
Ask the students if they remember what the reading format of this passage is. Briefly discuss it and circle the 
correct answer.
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Low-Level Students: Complete 

the writing plan together as a 

class. Then have students transfer 

the information in the chart from 

the student book to the practice 

book. Have students close the 

student book and double-check the 

accuracy of the writing plan in their 

practice books.

High-Level Students: Have 

students complete the writing plan 

individually. Check the answers 

together as a class. Then have 

students transfer the information 

in the writing plan from their 

student book to the practice 

book. Encourage students to write 

an additional sentence in their 

homework.

Writing Skill:
Introduce the writing skill to the students. Tell them that recording and organizing details means writing 
down the details and information in an outline. Explain that recording and organizing information in this way 
will help them become stronger writers. 

Writing Plan:
Ask the students to recall the reading skill from this unit: reading for information. Tell the students that 
they will use that reading skill again to put the information from the writing skill activity into organized 
information about the story. Complete the chart and review as a class. After completing the writing plan 
chart, have the students record that information in their practice books. Tell them to write a paragraph to 
summarize the information in the writing plan. Explain that the writing plan is there to help guide them, 
but also that their writing doesn’t need to follow the writing plan verbatim. Use your native language as 
necessary. Tell the students to write with small, neat letters so that all of the information can fit into the chart.
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Snowflakes are ice crystals. Bentley was interested in snowflakes.

No two snowflakes are the same. Bentley used a microscope and camera to 
take photos of snowflakes.

Drier weather makes simple snowflakes. Bentley wanted to take photos of 
snowflakes to remember their designs.

Warm and wet weather makes complex 
snowflakes.

Bentley took five thousand photos of 
snowflakes.

You can see triangles and hexagons in a 
snowflake.

Bentley saw that no snowflakes were the 
same.
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Low-Level Students: Ask the 

students if there were any parts 

of the video that they didn’t 

understand. Replay those sections 

and explain in your native language 

to promote and support deeper 

understanding.

High-Level Students: Ask the 

students to record any unfamiliar 

words from the video and review 

the meaning of those words 

together as a class to support 

vocabulary expansion.

Explain to the students that they will now watch a video about crystals all around us. Read the quote from 
the preview and brainstorm answers as a class. Come to an agreement about the inference answer that you 
will write down as a class.
Sample answer: Rectangles and squares are other shapes in crystals.

Ask the students if they remember what a QR code is. Point it out on the page. Ask them how it works. 
Demonstrate it if possible using the Integrate Viewer app. Before watching the video, read each question in 
part C together as a class. Tell the students these questions will be answered as they watch the contents of 
the video. Show the video. Give the students some time to discuss the questions. This can be done in pairs, 
in small groups, or together as a class. Go over the answers as a class.
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We need a microscope to see the shapes in crystals.

Salt and sugar are naturally-occurring crystals.

Crystals form can form both quickly and slowly.

(sample) Rectangles and squares are other shapes in crystals.
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Use the grading rubric to perform 

your own assessment of each 

student’s progress for this unit. 

Adjust the rubrics to match the level 

of your students as necessary.

Complete the vocabulary check. Review the correct answers as a class. Ask students to record how many 
answers they get correct or incorrect with circles and slashes over each question number.
Ask students to unscramble the sentence individually. Check the answers together as a class.
Review the academic objective statement. Ask the students who think the answer is true to raise their 
hands. Do the same for students who think the statement is false. Tell students the correct answer and talk 
about why that answer is correct.
Ask students to evaluate their own work on the reading skill section in Lesson A, the writing skill section in 
Lesson B, and the questions on the Integrate IT page. Tell them to use the number of mistakes they made to 
guide their self-assessment. If they couldn’t get anything correct they should fill in the single smiley face; if 
they made a few mistakes, two smiley faces; and if they only made a couple of small mistakes, or none, they 
can fill in three smiley faces. This allows the students to assess where they need to improve and you to align 
your assessment as the teacher with the students’ understanding of their own performance.

Low-Level Students: Allow 

students to turn back to the pages 

of the unit to find the answers. 

Check the answers together as a 

class. 

High-Level Students: Treat the 

page as a sort of quiz.  
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Snowflakes grow when they fall through cold air.

will vary

answers will vary

answers will vary

answers will vary
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Introduce the topic with the picture on the unit introduction page. Get students thinking and talking about 
the topic. 

Review the academic objective on the page. 

Preview the learning objectives in Lesson A. Discuss the three warm-up questions to see how much 
background information students possess about the subject, objectives, topics, and language learning 
points.

Unit 6: Math / Fiction

Academic Objective: Learn about 

how to make various shapes with 

given figures.

Academic Objective in Context:
You can make right, isosceles, and 

equilateral triangles, as well as 

hexagons, rectangles, and squares 

with triangles.  
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Language Learning Objectives

New Words: geometry, season, 

identical, discuss, tough, third, 

carefully, pattern

Bonus Words: instruction, unfold

Structure Focus: Verb-Preposition 

Collocation 

Reading Format: Journal

Discuss the three warm-up questions to see how much background information students possess about 
the subject, objectives, topics, and language learning points. Ask students what they learned in Unit 5 to 
activate prior knowledge.

1. What do you see in this picture?
 Sample answer: I see scissors and paper snowflakes on a blue table.
2. How can you make one of these?
 Sample answer: You can make a paper snowflake with a piece of paper and a pair of scissors.
3. What shapes do you see in this picture?
 Sample answer: I see triangles, circles, and stars. 
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Use the picture to activate students’ prior knowledge about the topic of the unit. Ask the students what 
they see in the picture. Focus the attention of the students on the picture and ask them the warm-up 
questions:
1. What are the people making? 
 Sample answer: They are making paper snowflakes. 
2. What shapes do you see?
 Sample answer: I see triangles and squares.
3. How can you make one of these?
 Sample answer: You can make one of these with a piece of paper and a pair of scissors.

Explain to the students that they will learn how to make paper snowflakes by following instructions. Tell 
them that there is geometry involved. Tell the students that they will learn vocabulary related to instructions 
and geometry.
Play audio track 17 and ask students to say and write each word as they hear them.

Low-Level Students: After 

completing the new words activity 

on page 70, check the answers by 

asking students to read the words 

and spell them.

High-Level Students: After 

completing the new words activity 

on page 70, check the answers 

by giving students 1-2 minutes to 

memorize the new words on page 

70, and then ask them to close the 

book and recall each word from 

memory.
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Low-Level Students: Use the 

free downloadable worksheet 

for additional practice with the 

structure before reading.

High-Level Students: Write a 

few more examples on the board 

with intentional mistakes. Call on 

individual students to correct the 

mistakes.

The structure in each unit is meant to highlight a key grammatical structure that is covered in the reading 
passages of the units. 

The intended purpose of highlighting the structure is to review and demonstrate how the structure is used in 
an authentic way. 
Read the structure together as a class.
Write a few more examples on the board to help familiarize the structure in the students’ minds.
Complete the activity as a class and review the correct answers with the students.

Before turning the page, ask the students the academic objective question. This question focuses on the 
academic content learning goals of the unit. Focus more on that than on the language learning goals when 
you discuss answers with students. Use your native language if necessary. Teach students unknown words 
that may arise as they try to answer the academic objective question. Probe the class to see if there are 
differing opinions or if everyone agrees on a consensus answer. Ask the students to keep this question in 
mind as they read the passage on the next page.
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Cut off all the corners.

The teacher talked about seasons.

They opened up the box.
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Low-Level Students: After 

listening to the audio, reading, and 

clarifying any additional unknown 

words, read the passage together 

again as a class. Allow the students 

to explain the instructions for 

making a paper snowflake.

High-Level Students: Ask the 

students to make connections 

between the contents of the 

passage and a craft project they 

have recently done. Ask them to 

give basic instructions. 

Introduce the background of the reading using the background information at the top of the page.

Explain to the students that the reading format of this passage is a journal. Tell them that a journal is usually 
written in a notebook. Tell them that journals can be written for themselves or for homework.

Review the title of the reading: Paper Snowflakes. Ask the students why they think this is the title. Explain 
this is because the journal is about a person learning about snowflakes in math class. 
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Reading Format: Journal

Academic Objective: Learn about 

how to make various shapes with 

given figures.

Academic Objective in Context:
You can make right, isosceles, and 

equilateral triangles, as well as 

hexagons, rectangles, and squares 

with triangles.  

Tell students to read along quietly while they listen to the audio track. Tell them to circle any unknown 
words while they listen. Play audio track 18.

After the track is finished, ask the students if there are any unknown words that they circled. Review the 
meaning of those words and how they are used in the passage. Use your native language to do this if 
necessary.

Call students to describe the photos in the passage. Ask students to describe the steps for making paper 
snowflakes. Ask the students to think about the connection between making paper snowflakes and math 
class.

Ask the students to recall the academic objective question from the second page of lesson A. Now ask 
them to read the academic objective in context at the bottom of this page. This should help the students 
with the academic content learning goal of this unit. Discuss and explain further if necessary.
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Low-Level Students: While 

completing both the comprehension 

questions and the reading skill 

activity, allow the students to turn 

back to the passage to locate the 

correct answers in the passage. Offer 

guidance and assistance as needed, 

such as pointing out which parts of 

the reading students should look in 

to find each correct answer.

High-Level Students: Ask 

students follow-up questions to 

the comprehension questions, 

i.e. 3. The last step is to _______ 

the snowflake. Correct answer: a. 

unfold. Ask the students why this 

part is exciting.

Reading Comprehension:
Ask the students to recall the correct information from the passage. Go through each question and correct 
answer together as a class. Ask students to record how many answers they get correct or incorrect with 
circles and slashes over each question number.

Reading Skill:
Explain to the students that organizing details means putting details together to better understand 
everything. Tell the students to write the sentences by matching the details in order. Complete the activity 
together as a class. Ask students to combine the details and complete the sentences. After allowing students 
enough time to write all the answers in the summary section, randomly call students to read their answers.
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Fold a square piece of paper into a right triangle.

Fold the right triangle in half.

Fold the triangle into thirds.

Cut off the corner to make an isosceles triangle.

Draw polygons and cut along the lines.
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Low-Level Students: Tell the 

students to turn back to the new 

words page in Lesson A and 

review the meaning of each word. 

Then use the free downloadable 

worksheet for additional vocabulary 

practice before completing the 

vocabulary review on this page.

High-Level Students: Ask students 

to write one additional sentence 

for each vocabulary word in a 

notebook or beneath each sentence 

on this page in the student book. 

Randomly call students to share the 

sentences they wrote.

Quickly review the learning objectives of Lesson B. 

Look at the picture. Discuss the picture and the warm-up questions on the first page of Lesson B. Make a 
connection to the real world using the picture. 
1. How many main points do paper snowflakes have?
 Sample answer: Paper snowflakes can have different numbers of main points.
2. What shapes can you see?
 Sample answer: I can see triangles and stars.
3. How are the snowflakes symmetrical?
 Sample answer: They have the same pattern on both sides. 

Complete the vocabulary review as a class or individually and then check the answers together as a class.

TEACHING TIPS READING COMPREHENSION & READING SKILL DEVELOPMENT LESSON B INTRODUCTION & VOCABULARY REVIEW TEACHING TIPS
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Low-Level Students: Set up a 

timer in class that all students can 

see. Tell the students to read the 

passage a third time and record 

their individual reading time in the 

second reading column on the 

reading speed chart for this unit.

High-Level Students: Teach the 

students how to do the reading 

speed calculation. Tell the students 

that they can track their individual 

reading time at home in the second 

reading column on the reading 

speed chart for this unit.

Read the background question at the top of the page. Ask students if they remember what the reading is 
about. 
Sample answer: It’s about making a paper snowflake in geometry class. 
Find the two bonus words in the table of contents. Teach the students what these words mean. Tell the 
students to listen, read along, and circle the correct words in the passage as they listen to the audio. Play 
audio track 19.

After listening to the audio, tell the students to do the reading activity in activity B. Record the class reading 
time and record it in the reading speed chart in the back of the book. 
Ask the students if they remember what the reading format of this passage is. Briefly discuss it and circle the 
correct answer.
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Low-Level Students: Complete 

the writing plan together as a 

class. Then have students transfer 

the information in the chart from 

the student book to the practice 

book. Have students close the 

student book and double-check the 

accuracy of the writing plan in their 

practice books.

High-Level Students: Have 

students complete the writing plan 

individually. Check the answers 

together as a class. Then have 

students transfer the information 

in the writing plan from their 

student book to the practice 

book. Encourage students to write 

an additional sentence in their 

homework.

Writing Skill:
Introduce the writing skill to the students. Explain to the students that sequencing means putting things in 
the correct order from start to finish. Tell the students to put the instructions in order from start to finish. 
Complete the activity together as a class.

Writing Plan:
Ask the students to recall the reading skill from this unit: organizing details. Tell the students that they will 
use that reading skill again to put the information from the writing skill activity into organized information 
about the story. Complete the chart and review as a class. After completing the writing plan chart, have the 
students record that information in their practice books. Tell them to write a paragraph to summarize the 
information in the writing plan. Explain that the writing plan is there to help guide them, but also that their 
writing doesn’t need to follow the writing plan verbatim. Use your native language as necessary. Tell the 
students to write with small, neat letters so that all of the information can fit into the chart.
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fold a square piece of paper into a right triangle.

Fold the right triangle in half.

fold the triangle into thirds.

Cut off the corners to make an isosceles triangle.

Open the triangle to see a twelve-sided polygon.

fold the paper back up.

Draw polygons on the paper.

Cut the lines.

unfold the paper to see the snowflake.
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Low-Level Students: Ask the 

students if there were any parts 

of the video that they didn’t 

understand. Replay those sections 

and explain in your native language 

to promote and support deeper 

understanding.

High-Level Students: Ask the 

students to record any unfamiliar 

words from the video and review 

the meaning of those words 

together as a class to support 

vocabulary expansion.

Explain to the students that they will now watch a video about the patterns of shapes in nature. Come to an 
agreement about the inference answer that you will write down as a class. 
Sample answer: Bamboo branches are cylinders.

Ask the students if they remember what a QR code is. Point it out on the page. Ask them how it works. 
Demonstrate it if possible using the Integrate Viewer app. Before watching the video, read each question in 
part C together as a class. Tell the students these questions will be answered as they watch the contents of 
the video. Show the video. Give the students some time to discuss the questions. This can be done in pairs, 
in small groups, or together as a class. Go over the answers as a class.
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No, some may have different sizes or colors.

Yes, they are.

There are hexagons in honeycombs, and there are circles and ovals in flowers. 

(sample) Bamboo branches are cylinders.
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Use the grading rubric to perform 

your own assessment of each 

student’s progress for this unit. 

Adjust the rubrics to match the level 

of your students as necessary.

Complete the vocabulary check. Review the correct answers as a class. Ask students to record how many 
answers they get correct or incorrect with circles and slashes over each question number.
Ask students to unscramble the sentence individually. Check the answers together as a class.
Review the academic objective statement. Ask the students who think the answer is true to raise their 
hands. Do the same for students who think the statement is false. Tell students the correct answer and talk 
about why that answer is correct.

Ask students to evaluate their own work on the reading skill section in Lesson A, the writing skill section in 
Lesson B, and the questions on the Integrate IT page. Tell them to use the number of mistakes they made to 
guide their self-assessment. If they couldn’t get anything correct they should fill in the single smiley face; if 
they made a few mistakes, two smiley faces; and if they only made a couple of small mistakes, or none, they 
can fill in three smiley faces. This allows the students to assess where they need to improve and you to align 
your assessment as the teacher with the students’ understanding of their own performance.

Low-Level Students: Allow 

students to turn back to the pages 

of the unit to find the answers. 

Check the answers together as a 

class. 

High-Level Students: Treat the 

page as a sort of quiz.  
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Introduce the topic with the picture on the unit introduction page. Get students thinking and talking about 
the topic. 

Review the academic objective on the page. 

Preview the learning objectives in Lesson A. Discuss the three warm-up questions to see how much 
background information students possess about the subject, objectives, topics, and language learning 
points.

Unit 7: Geography / Nonfiction

Academic Objective: Learn about 

and understand the characteristics 

of daily resources. Analyze the 

problems of people and find ways 

to enhance the quality of life.

Academic Objective in Context:
Problems like lack of electricity are 

common in poor areas. Simple, 

cheap inventions like solar bottle 

light bulbs can help solve those 

problems.
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Language Learning Objectives

New Words: dark, available, rural, 

afford, install, ceiling, roof, shine

Bonus Words: bulb, destroy

Structure Focus: Adjectives & 

Adverbs

Reading Format: Website

Discuss the three warm-up questions to see how much background information students possess about the 
subject, objectives, topics, and language learning points. Ask students what they know about recycling and 
reusing to activate prior knowledge. 

1. What is this person holding?
 Sample answer: She’s holding a plastic water bottle.
2. What different things can you do with this?
 Sample answer: You can reuse it by filling it up with water and juice. 
3. What other things can you reuse?
 Sample answer: You can reuse plastic containers and paper.
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Use the picture to activate students’ prior knowledge about the topic of the unit. Focus the attention of the 
students on the picture and ask them the warm-up questions:
1. Where do you see in the picture? 
 Sample answer: I see two water bottles.
2. What happens when sunlight hits it?
 Sample answer: The water seems to get brighter.
3. What do you think it can be used for?
 Sample answer: I think it can be used as a light bulb or a flashlight. 

Explain to the students that they will read about how people can reuse water bottles to make light bulbs. 
Tell them that this is one way of solving one of the world’s common problems in poorer areas.
Play audio track 20 and ask students to say and write each word as they hear them.

Low-Level Students: After 

completing the new words activity 

on page 82, check the answers by 

asking students to read the words 

and spell them.

High-Level Students: After 

completing the new words activity 

on page 82, check the answers 

by giving students 1-2 minutes to 

memorize the new words on page 

82, and then ask them to close the 

book and recall each word from 

memory.
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Low-Level Students: Use the 

free downloadable worksheet 

for additional practice with the 

structure before reading.

High-Level Students: Write a 

few more examples on the board 

with intentional mistakes. Call on 

individual students to correct the 

mistakes.

The structure in each unit is meant to highlight a key grammatical structure that is covered in the reading 
passages of the units. 

The intended purpose of highlighting the structure is to review and demonstrate how the structure is used in 
an authentic way. 
Read the structure together as a class.
Write a few more examples on the board to help familiarize the structure in the students’ minds.
Complete the activity as a class and review the correct answers with the students.

Before turning the page, ask the students the academic objective question. This question focuses on the 
academic content learning goals of the unit. Focus more on that than on the language learning goals when 
you discuss answers with students. Use your native language if necessary. Teach students unknown words 
that may arise as they try to answer the academic objective question. Probe the class to see if there are 
differing opinions or if everyone agrees on a consensus answer. Ask the students to keep this question in 
mind as they read the passage on the next page.
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Low-Level Students: After 

listening to the audio, reading, and 

clarifying any additional unknown 

words, read the passage together 

again as a class. Allow the students 

to read the captions and describe 

the photos in their own words. 

High-Level Students: Ask the 

students to make connections 

between the contents of the 

passage and what other comforts 

they have compared to those who 

live in poorer regions of the world. 

Ask them if they think about these 

comforts and conveniences often.

Introduce the background of the reading using the background information at the top of the page.

Explain to the students that the reading format of this passage is a website. Tell the students they can find 
online articles on websites. Tell them that online articles contain either or both facts and opinions. Explain 
that a good place to start when searching for an online article is a search engine.

Review the title of the reading: Solar Bottle Light Bulb. Ask the students why they think this is the title. 
Explain this is because the passage talks about solar bottle light bulbs as a simple solution for bringing light 
to dark homes.
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Reading Format: Website

Academic Objective: Learn about 

and understand the characteristics 

of daily resources. Analyze the 

problems of people and find ways 

to enhance the quality of life.

Academic Objective in Context:
Problems like lack of electricity are 

common in poor areas. Simple 

cheap inventions like solar bottle 

light bulbs can help solve those 

problems.

Tell students to read along quietly while they listen to the audio track. Tell them to circle any unknown 
words while they listen. Play audio track 21.

After the track is finished, ask the students if there are any unknown words that they circled. Review the 
meaning of those words and how they are used in the passage. Use your native language to do this if 
necessary. Call students to discuss the benefits of exercise. Ask the students how often they exercise and 
how they feel after they do a physical activity.  

Ask the students to recall the academic objective question from the second page of lesson A. Now ask 
them to read the academic objective in context at the bottom of this page. This should help the students 
with the academic content learning goal of this unit. Discuss and explain further if necessary.
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Low-Level Students: While 

completing both the comprehension 

questions and the reading skill 

activity, allow the students to turn 

back to the passage to locate the 

correct answers in the passage. Offer 

guidance and assistance as needed, 

such as pointing out which parts of 

the reading students should look in 

to find each correct answer.

High-Level Students: Ask 

students follow-up questions to 

the comprehension questions, i.e. 

4. Where are the solar bottle light 

bulbs placed? Correct answer: a. on 

the ceiling or roof. Ask the students 

what shines through them.

Reading Comprehension:
Ask the students to recall the correct information from the passage. Go through each question and correct 
answer together as a class. Ask students to record how many answers they get correct or incorrect with 
circles and slashes over each question number.

Reading Skill:
Explain to the students that vocabulary in context means guessing what an unknown word means by 
looking for clues in and around the sentence. Tell the students to look at the underlined clues to guess 
what the bolded words mean. After allowing students enough time to write all the answers in the summary 
section, randomly call students to read their answers. 
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Low-Level Students: Tell the 

students to turn back to the new 

words page in Lesson A and 

review the meaning of each word. 

Then use the free downloadable 

worksheet for additional vocabulary 

practice before completing the 

vocab review on this page.

High-Level Students: Ask students 

to write one additional sentence 

for each vocabulary word in a 

notebook or beneath each sentence 

on this page in the student book. 

Randomly call students to share the 

sentences they wrote.

Quickly review the learning objectives of Lesson B. 

Look at the picture. Discuss the picture and the warm-up question on the first page of Lesson B. Make a 
connection to the real world using the picture.
1. What do you think this group uses to make solar bottle light bulbs?
 Sample answer: I think this group uses one-liter bottles to make solar bottle light bulbs.
2. What country do you think it started in?
 Sample answer: Maybe it started in a rural area in Indonesia.

Complete the vocabulary review as a class or individually and then check the answers together as a class.
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Low-Level Students: Set up a 

timer in class that all students can 

see. Tell the students to read the 

passage a third time and record 

their individual reading time in the 

second reading column on the 

reading speed chart for this unit.

High-Level Students: Teach the 

students how to do the reading 

speed calculation. Tell the students 

that they can track their individual 

reading time at home in the second 

reading column on the reading 

speed chart for this unit.

Read the background question at the top of the page. Ask students if they remember what the reading is 
about. 
Sample answer: It’s about a group called Liter of Light.
Find the two bonus words in the table of contents. Teach the students what these words mean. Tell the 
students to listen, read along, and write the words from the word box into the blanks of the passage as they 
listen to the audio. Play audio track 22.

After listening to the audio, tell the students to do the reading activity in activity B. Record the class reading 
time and record it in the reading speed chart in the back of the book. 
Ask the students if they remember what the reading format of this passage is. Briefly discuss it and circle the 
correct answer.
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Low-Level Students: Complete 

the writing plan together as a 

class. Then have students transfer 

the information in the chart from 

the student book to the practice 

book. Have students close the 

student book and double-check the 

accuracy of the writing plan in their 

practice books.

High-Level Students: Have 

students complete the writing plan 

individually. Check the answers 

together as a class. Then have 

students transfer the information 

in the writing plan from their 

student book to the practice 

book. Encourage students to write 

an additional sentence in their 

homework.

Writing Skill:
Introduce the writing skill to the students. Tell them that summarizing means restating the main ideas in as 
few words as possible. Tell them to underline key words in the passage to help them summarize. Explain that 
summarizing in this way will make them strong writers. 

Writing Plan:
Ask the students to recall the reading skill from this unit: vocabulary in context. Tell them that they will use 
that reading skill again to put the information from the writing skill activity into organized information about 
the reading. Complete the chart and review as a class. After completing the writing plan chart, have the 
students record that information in their practice books. Tell them to write a paragraph to summarize the 
information in the writing plan. Explain that the writing plan is there to help guide them, but also that their 
writing doesn’t need to follow the writing plan verbatim. Use your native language as necessary. 
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To volunteer means to help people without getting paid.

Simple means easy.

To gather means to bring together.

Refugee means a person who had to leave their home or 
country because of danger.

Liter of Light is a group of volunteers.

Illac Diaz started Liter of Light.

In 2011, Diaz formed the Liter of Light with a group of people in the 
Philippines.

They help people by installing solar bottle light bulbs.

He wanted to make lighting available for everyone.

In one year, they helped in over 15 countries and installed 350,000 
solar bottle light bulbs.
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Low-Level Students: Ask the 

students if there were any parts 

of the video that they didn’t 

understand. Replay those sections 

and explain in your native language 

to promote and support deeper 

understanding.

High-Level Students: Ask the 

students to record any unfamiliar 

words from the video and review 

the meaning of those words 

together as a class to support 

vocabulary expansion.

Explain to the students that they will now watch a video about reusing something that people throw away 
to help people in need. Read the quote from the preview and brainstorm answers as a class. Come to an 
agreement about the inference answer that you will write down as a class. 
Sample answer: It means we can recuse or recycle things that people throw away.

Ask the students if they remember what a QR code is. Point it out on the page. Ask them how it works. 
Demonstrate it if possible using the Integrate Viewer app. Before watching the video, read each question in 
part C together as a class. Tell the students these questions will be answered as they watch the contents of 
the video. Show the video. Give the students some time to discuss the questions. This can be done in pairs, 
in small groups, or together as a class. Go over the answers as a class.
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(sample) It means we can reuse and recycle things that people
throw away.
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Use the grading rubric to perform 

your own assessment of each 

student’s progress for this unit. 

Adjust the rubric to match the level 

of your students as necessary.

Complete the vocabulary check. Review the correct answers as a class. Ask students to record how many 
answers they get correct or incorrect with circles and slashes over each question number.
Ask students to unscramble the sentence individually. Check the answers together as a class.
Review the academic objective statement. Ask the students who think the answer is true to raise their 
hands. Do the same for students who think the statement is false. Tell students the correct answer and talk 
about why that answer is correct.
Ask students to evaluate their own work on the reading skill section in Lesson A, the writing skill section in 
Lesson B, and the questions on the Integrate IT page. Tell them to use the number of mistakes they made to 
guide their self-assessment. If they couldn’t get anything correct they should fill in the single smiley face; if 
they made a few mistakes, two smiley faces; and if they only made a couple of small mistakes, or none, they 
can fill in three smiley faces. This allows the students to assess where they need to improve and you to align 
your assessment as the teacher with the students’ understanding of their own performance.

Low-Level Students: Allow 

students to turn back to the pages 

of the unit to find the answers. 

Check the answers together as a 

class. 

High-Level Students: Treat the 

page as a sort of quiz.  
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Introduce the topic with the picture on the unit introduction page. Get students thinking and talking about 
the topic. 

Review the academic objective on the page. 

Preview the learning objectives in Lesson A. Discuss the three warm-up questions to see how much 
background information students possess about the subject, objectives, topics, and language learning 
points.

Unit 8: Geography / Fiction

Academic Objective: Learn the 

need for career path planning, and 

search and design the right career 

path for you.

Academic Objective in Context:
One way to find the right career 

is to read other people’s career 

profiles. They often tell what they 

do in their job and why they chose 

that career.
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Language Learning Objectives

New Words: aid, distribute, build, 

take care of, abroad, village, 

valuable, career

Bonus Words: war, volunteer

Structure Focus: Present Perfect

Reading Format: Website

Discuss the three warm-up questions to see how much background information students possess about the 
subject, objectives, topics and language learning points. Ask students to think of as many careers as they can 
to activate prior knowledge.

1. What is this woman thinking about?
 Sample answer: She is thinking about different career paths.
2. How can you find out more information about different careers?
 Sample answer: You can talk to your teacher or search the Internet. 
3. What careers are you interested in?
 Sample answer: I’m interested in becoming a doctor.
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Use the picture to activate students’ prior knowledge about the topic of the unit. Ask the students what the 
people in the picture are doing. Focus the attention of the students on the picture and ask them the warm-
up questions:
1. What is the man giving the child? 
 Sample answer: The man is giving the child some food.
2. Why do you think the people are there?
 Sample answer: I think the people lost their homes.
3. What do you think happened?
 Sample answer: I think there was a big storm or an earthquake.

Explain to the students that they will read a career profile of an international aid worker. Tell them that an 
aid worker is someone who helps people. They usually help people in countries that are at war or have 
experienced a natural disaster.
Play audio track 23 and ask students to say and write each word as they hear them.

Low-Level Students: After 

completing the new words activity 

on page 94, check the answers by 

asking students to read the words 

and spell them.

High-Level Students: After 

completing the new words activity 

on page 94, check the answers 

by giving students 1-2 minutes to 

memorize the new words on page 

94, and then ask them to close the 

book and recall each word from 

memory.
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Low-Level Students: Use the 

free downloadable worksheet 

for additional practice with the 

structure before reading.

High-Level Students: Write a 

few more examples on the board 

with intentional mistakes. Call on 

individual students to correct the 

mistakes.

The structure in each unit is meant to highlight a key grammatical structure that is covered in the reading 
passages of the units. 

The intended purpose of highlighting the structure is to review and demonstrate how the structure is used in 
an authentic way. 
Read the structure together as a class.
Write a few more examples on the board to help familiarize the structure in the students’ minds.
Complete the activity as a class and review the correct answers with the students.

Before turning the page, ask the students the academic objective question. This question focuses on the 
academic content learning goals of the unit. Focus more on that than on the language learning goals when 
you discuss answers with students. Use your native language if necessary. Teach students unknown words 
that may arise as they try to answer the academic objective question. Probe the class to see if there are 
differing opinions or if everyone agrees on a consensus answer. Ask the students to keep this question in 
mind as they read the passage on the next page.
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Low-Level Students: After 

listening to the audio, reading, and 

clarifying any additional unknown 

words, read the passage together 

again as a class. Allow students 

to take turns reading the profile 

paragraph by paragraph, assisting 

when needed.

High-Level Students: Ask the 

students to make connections 

between the contents of the 

passage and a time they have 

helped someone in need. Ask them 

if they have ever volunteered or 

helped at school. Ask them why 

they did it and how they felt.

Introduce the background of the reading using the background information at the top of the page.

Explain to the students that the reading format of this passage is a career profile on a website. Tell them 
that a career profile highlights a person’s career and that it can be a good source of information when 
researching different career paths. Bring in other examples of career profiles to share with the students. Tell 
them that career profiles can be found in pamphlets and magazines as well.

Review the title of the reading: Career Profile. Ask the students why they think this is the title. Explain this is 
because it is a source of information for a career.
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Reading Format: Website

Academic Objective: Learn the 

need for career path planning, and 

search and design the right career 

path for you.

Academic Objective in Context:
One way to find the right career 

is to read other people’s career 

profiles. They often tell what they 

do in their job and why they chose 

that career.

Tell students to read along quietly while they listen to the audio track. Tell them to circle any unknown words 
while they listen. Play audio track 24.

After the track is finished, ask the students if there are any unknown words that they circled. Review the 
meaning of those words and how they are used in the passage. Use your native language to do this if 
necessary. Call students to discuss Danielle’s career profile. Ask the students what she did, where she went, 
and how she felt.

Ask the students to recall the academic objective question from the second page of lesson A. Now ask them 
to read the academic objective in context at the bottom of this page. This should help the students with the 
academic content learning goal of this unit. Discuss and explain further if necessary.
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Low-Level Students: While 

completing both the comprehension 

questions and the reading skill 

activity, allow the students to turn 

back to the passage to locate the 

correct answers in the passage. Offer 

guidance and assistance as needed, 

such as pointing out which parts of 

the reading students should look in 

to find each correct answer.

High-Level Students: Ask 

students follow-up questions to the 

comprehension questions, i.e. 3. 

Where did Danielle live for one year? 

Correct answer: c. Kenya. Ask the 

students what she did in Kenya to 

help people.

Reading Comprehension:
Ask the students to recall the correct information from the passage. Go through each question and correct 
answer together as a class. Ask students to record how many answers they get correct or incorrect with 
circles and slashes over each question number.

Reading Skill:
Explain to the students that classifying means putting details and information in the correct categories or 
topics. Tell the students to write the details in the correct boxes. Complete the activity together as a class.
Ask students to complete the summary. After allowing students enough time to write all the answers in the 
summary section, randomly call students to read their answers.
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Low-Level Students: Tell the 

students to turn back to the new 

words page in Lesson A and 

review the meaning of each word. 

Then use the free downloadable 

worksheet for additional vocabulary 

practice before completing the  

vocabulary review on this page.

High-Level Students: Ask students 

to write one additional sentence 

for each vocabulary word in a 

notebook or beneath each sentence 

on this page in the student book. 

Randomly call students to share the 

sentences they wrote.

Quickly review the learning objectives of Lesson B. 

Look at the picture. Discuss the picture and the warm-up question on the first page of Lesson B. Make a 
connection to the real world using the picture.
1. What do you think has happened?
 Sample answer: I think there was a very big earthquake.
2. What kind of help do they need?
 Sample answer: They need food and water. They also need people to help them build their homes. 
3. How does helping people make you feel?
 Sample answer: I feel good when I help people.

Complete the vocabulary review as a class or individually and then check the answers together as a class.
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Low-Level Students: Set up a 

timer in class that all students can 

see. Tell the students to read the 

passage a third time and record 

their individual reading time in the 

second reading column on the 

reading speed chart for this unit.

High-Level Students: Teach the 

students how to do the reading 

speed calculation. Tell the students 

that they can track their individual 

reading time at home in the second 

reading column on the reading 

speed chart for this unit.

Read the background question at the top of the page. Ask students if they remember what the reading is 
about. 
Sample answer: It’s a career profile of an international aid worker.
Find the two bonus words in the table of contents. Teach the students what these words mean. Tell the 
students to listen, read along, and write the words from the word box into the blanks of the passage as they 
listen to the audio. Play audio track 25.

After listening to the audio, tell the students to do the reading activity in activity B. Record the class reading 
time and record it in the reading speed chart in the back of the book. 
Ask the students if they remember what the reading format of this passage is. Briefly discuss it and circle the 
correct answer.
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Low-Level Students: Complete 

the writing plan together as a 

class. Then have students transfer 

the information in the chart from 

the student book to the practice 

book. Have students close the 

student book and double-check the 

accuracy of the writing plan in their 

practice books.

High-Level Students: Have 

students complete the writing plan 

individually. Check the answers 

together as a class. Then have 

students transfer the information 

in the writing plan from their 

student book to the practice 

book. Encourage students to write 

an additional sentence in their 

homework.

Writing Skill:
Introduce the writing skill to the students. Tell them that staying on topic means only writing sentences that 
are related to the topic. Students should cross out the sentences that are off topic. Explain that after they 
have written something, they should read it and make sure all the sentences are on topic. This will help them 
become better writers.

Writing Plan:
Ask the students to recall the reading skill from this unit: classifying. Tell them that they will use that reading 
skill again to put the information from the writing skill activity into organized information about the reading. 
Complete the chart and review as a class. After completing the writing plan chart, have the students record 
that information in their practice books. Tell them to write a paragraph to summarize the information in the 
writing plan. Explain that the writing plan is there to help guide them, but also that their writing doesn’t need 
to follow the writing plan verbatim. Use your native language as necessary.
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On April 25th, 2015, there was a big earthquake. Eighty thousand 

people lost their homes. Nine thousand people lost their lives. 

Thousands of people were hurt.
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Low-Level Students: Ask the 

students if there were any parts 

of the video that they didn’t 

understand. Replay those sections 

and explain in your native language 

to promote and support deeper 

understanding.

High-Level Students: Ask the 

students to record any unfamiliar 

words from the video and review 

the meaning of those words 

together as a class to support 

vocabulary expansion.

Explain to the students that they will now watch a video about international careers. Read the quote from 
the preview and brainstorm answers as a class. Come to an agreement about the inference answer that you 
will write down as a class.
Sample answer: I think English would be helpful to learn.

Ask the students if they remember what a QR code is. Point it out on the page. Ask them how it works. Ask 
a student to demonstrate how it works, if possible, using the Integrate Viewer app. Before watching the 
video, read each question in part C together as a class. Tell the students these questions will be answered as 
they watch the contents of the video. Show the video. Give the students some time to discuss the questions. 
This can be done in pairs, in small groups, or together as a class. Go over the answers as a class.
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Pilots, chefs, hotel receptionists, aid workers, and doctors are some 
careers that are international.

English is a common way to communicate in an international career.

(answers will vary)

(sample) I think English would be helpful to learn.
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Use the grading rubric to perform 

your own assessment of each 

student’s progress for this unit. 

Adjust the rubrics to match the level 

of your students as necessary.

Complete the vocabulary check. Review the correct answers as a class. Ask students to record how many 
answers they get correct or incorrect with circles and slashes over each question number.
Ask students to unscramble the sentence individually. Check the answers together as a class.
Review the academic objective statement. Ask the students who think the answer is true to raise their 
hands. Do the same for students who think the statement is false. Tell students the correct answer and talk 
about why that answer is correct.
Ask students to evaluate their own work on the reading skill section in Lesson A, the writing skill section in 
Lesson B, and the questions on the Integrate IT page. Tell them to use the number of mistakes they made to 
guide their self-assessment. If they couldn’t get anything correct they should fill in the single smiley face; if 
they made a few mistakes, two smiley faces; and if they only made a couple of small mistakes, or none, they 
can fill in three smiley faces. This allows the students to assess where they need to improve and you to align 
your assessment as the teacher with the students’ understanding of their own performance.

Low-Level Students: Allow 

students to turn back to the pages 

of the unit to find the answers. 

Check the answers together as a 

class. 

High-Level Students: Treat the 

page as a sort of quiz.  
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I’ve been an aid worker for eight years.

will vary

answers will vary

answers will vary

answers will vary
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Review units are optional. Think about how best to utilize them if you decide to do them. Review units cover 
the general topic, ideas, and vocabulary covered in one nonfiction and fiction pair of units about the same 
school subject. Students should review the vocabulary and concepts before completing the review unit.
Review units can be completed after completing the two units or as review prior to a test. The objective is to 
get students to use the information and language they have learned in a creative way to complete a project. 
Therefore, the outcome of each page will have variation. Teachers should provide students with the tools 
and information that are necessary to complete the page. Complete an example of the project page so that 
students have an example to follow.

UN
IT1-2 REVIEW

Low-Level Students: Replay the 

contents from the IT pages to help 

activate prior knowledge.

High-Level Students: Ask students 

to write a paragraph using the 

Futhark runes. Ask them to think 

about how this system was created 

and if there are any similarities to 

the current English alphabet.
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Review the information in units 1 and 2. Discuss what the components and functions of a presentation. 
Discuss the differences between the Futhark runes and the current English alphabet.

Show the students an example of a completed project page and explain the tasks they need to do to 
complete the project and the goal of the project.

When the project is completed, allow the students to present their project. Projects can be included in a 
portfolio and/or displayed in the classroom.

Before presenting, check for 

mistakes in the students’ writing.

Low-Level Students: Move 

around the room as students are 

completing the writing portion of 

the project and help correct their 

mistakes. 

High-Level Students: Tell the 

students what kinds of mistakes 

they should look for, i.e. spelling, 

punctuation, etc. Tell them to check 

a partner’s writing and help fix 

mistakes.
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Review units are optional. Think about how best to utilize them if you decide to do them. Review units cover 
the general topic, ideas, and vocabulary covered in one nonfiction and fiction pair of units about the same 
school subject. Students should review the vocabulary and concepts before completing the review unit. 
Review units can be completed after completing the two units or as review prior to a test.
The objective is to get students to use the information and language they have learned, as well as additional 
information, in a creative way to complete a project. Therefore, the outcome of each page will have 
variation. Teachers should provide students with the tools and information that are necessary to complete 
the page. Complete an example of the project page so that students have an example to follow.

UN
IT3-4 REVIEW

Low-Level Students: Replay the 

contents from the IT pages to help 

activate prior knowledge.

High-Level Students: Tell students 

that every country has their own 

food and nutrition guide. Ask 

students to compare their country’s 

food pyramid to this food pyramid.
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Review the information in units 3 and 4. Discuss how nutrients support the bodily systems, especially the 
skeletal system and the muscular system.

Show the students an example of a completed project page and explain the tasks they need to do to 
complete the project and the goal of the project.

When the project is completed, allow the students to present their project. Projects can be included in a 
portfolio and/or displayed in the classroom.

Before presenting, check for 

mistakes in the students’ writing.

Low-Level Students: Move 

around the room as students are 

completing the writing portion of 

the project and help correct their 

mistakes. 

High-Level Students: Tell the 

students what kinds of mistakes 

they should look for, i.e. spelling, 

punctuation, etc. Tell them to check 

a partner’s writing and help fix 

mistakes.
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Review units are optional. Think about how best to utilize them if you decide to do them. Review units cover 
the general topic, ideas, and vocabulary covered in one nonfiction and fiction pair of units about the same 
school subject. Students should review the vocabulary and concepts before completing the review unit. 
Students can learn how to do simple research independently, but you should provide some guidance and 
structure for them. Review units can be completed after completing the two units or as review prior to a test.
The objective is to get students to use the information and language they have learned, and new information 
they research on their own, in a creative way to complete a project. Therefore, the outcome of each page will 
have variation. Teachers should provide students with the tools and information that are necessary to complete 
the page. Complete an example of the project page so that students have an example to follow.

UN
IT5-6 REVIEW

Low-Level Students: Replay the 

contents from the IT pages to help 

activate prior knowledge.

High-Level Students: Ask students 

to think about another craft project 

they have done and give basic 

instructions for what they had to 

do.
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Review the information in units 5 and 6. Discuss the shapes that are covered in those units. Discuss the 
purpose of a journal. Help students label the shapes.

Show the students an example of a completed project page and explain the tasks they need to do to 
complete the project and the goal of the project. You can prepare some pictures that can be attachments or 
ask the students to find a picture on their own to complete the project as home work.

When the project is completed, allow the students to present their project. Projects can be included in a 
portfolio and/or displayed in the classroom.

Before presenting, check for 

mistakes in the students’ writing.

Low-Level Students: Move 

around the room as students are 

completing the writing portion of 

the project and help correct their 

mistakes. 

High-Level Students: Tell the 

students what kinds of mistakes 

they should look for, i.e. spelling, 

punctuation, etc. Tell them to check 

a partner’s writing and help fix 

mistakes.
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Review units are optional. Think about how best to utilize them if you decide to do them. Review units cover 
the general topic, ideas, and vocabulary covered in one nonfiction and fiction pair of units about the same 
school subject. Students should review the vocabulary and concepts before completing the review unit.
Review units can be completed after completing the two units or as review prior to a test.
The objective is to get students to use the information and language they have learned, as well as new 
information, in a creative way to complete a project. Therefore, the outcome of each page will have variation. 
Teachers should provide students with the tools and information that are necessary to complete the page. 
Complete an example of the project page so that students have an example to follow.

UN
IT7-8 REVIEW

Low-Level Students: Replay the 

contents from the IT pages to help 

activate prior knowledge.

High-Level Students: Ask students 

to write about any volunteer 

activities they would like to do. 
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Review the information in units 7 and 8. Discuss what was included in the career profile and ask what 
should included in a volunteer profile.

Show the students an example of a completed project page and explain the tasks they need to do to 
complete the project and the goal of the project.

When the project is completed, allow the students to present their project. Projects can be included in a 
portfolio and/or displayed in the classroom.

Before presenting, check for 

mistakes in the students’ writing.

Low-Level Students: Move 

around the room as students are 

completing the writing portion of 

the project and help correct their 

mistakes.   

High-Level Students: Tell the 

students what kinds of mistakes 

they should look for, i.e. spelling, 

punctuation, etc. Tell them to check 

a partner’s writing and help fix 

mistakes.
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The reading speed chart is designed to track reading speed and fluency development. There are two columns 
per unit. Students can track their reading speed as a class and then again for the same reading independently. 
The reading speed chart is intended to be completed with the passage in lesson B after all of the reading 
activities have been completed. Do not use the reading speed chart with lesson A passages, as students 
will encounter lots of new and unknown words and information. Reading speed and fluency should only 
be recorded with passages that the students know roughly 98 percent of the language and content of. 
Therefore, only use this chart with the passages in lesson B. The reading passage in lesson B is written to be 
slightly shorter and slightly easier than the passage in lesson A. Sometimes new or alternative information is 
introduced to prevent too much redundancy. 

READING SPEED CHART

Low-Level Students: Track reading 

speed in class.

High-Level Students: Allow the 

students to track individual reading 

speed as homework.
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LANGUAGE THROUGH LEARNING

*See page 5 to understand language through learning

Language
of

learning

Language
for

learning

Language 
learning and

language using Language
through
learning

Use this page to record unknown, unanticipated words and 
language that students encounter throughout this book. Record 
the words in the Language Through Learning column and add 
any relevant notes to the Notes column, such as the date, page 
number, whether the student asked the teacher, or vice versa. 
This will help you to plan for future lessons by better anticipating 
which language points you may need to prepare for. 
Use the language noted on this page wherever possible in future 
lessons to help expand the students’ command of and ability to 
use language acquired through learning.
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